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Abstract 

Menopause is a private, physiological change event that begins with the body but 

is greatly influenced by social context. While the current knowledge base about the 

experience is extensive it is also fragmented and incomplete. The primary focus is on 

symptoms and the loss of estrogen with women’s direct experience of menopause largely 

missing from the public discourse. This study proposes a model of menopause that 

unifies the disparate viewpoints through understanding postmenopausal women’s lived 

experience. The study design is based on the grounded theory qualitative research 

methodology of B.G. Glaser and A.L Strauss (1967), Kathy Charmaz (2012, 2014), and 

Karin Olson (2011). The methods are informed by the feminist theory of Judith Wuest 

(1995, 2001). 

A collaborative and creative research setting supported informal conversations 

with 10 Canadian, postmenoapusal women aged 58 to 78. The women participated in art-

based, self-reflection exercises using buttons and a variety of physical objects. 

Transcribed conversations were analyzed using the grounded theory constant comparison 

technique. Outcomes include personal narratives, photographs of created art objects, and 

a proposed model of menopause. 

The proposed model can be used by women to prepare for and live through the 

menopausal transition and could be developed into a substantive theory of menopause. 

The key concept is personal agency and the three main constituent factors: awareness of 

self worth, strong finances, and good health. Personal agency is key to postmenopausal 

life satisfaction. Women concerned with maintaining quality of life could focus on 

strengthening personal agency rather than over focusing on menopausal symptoms.   
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Glossary 
 
Androgen is a class of steroid hormones that are synthesized from cholesterol. The major 
androgen is testosterone. Androgens are the precursor to the production of estrogens. The 
three androgens are androstenedione, testosterone, and hydroxydehydroepiandrosterone 
(Norman & Litwack, 1997). 
 
Aromatase (P450 Aromatase) is an enzyme that promotes the conversion of androgens 
into estrogens. Aromatase converts testosterone into estradiol (Meinhardt & Mullis, 
2002). 
 
Bioavailability is the term that describes the amount of a compound that is available in 
the body for metabolizing or synthesizing e.g. The bioavailability of testosterone is 
dependent on the transport mechanism delivering it to cells (Norman & Litwack, 1997). 
 
Bioregulator is a chemical compound in the body that modulates biological processes by 
triggering actions at the cellular level (Norman & Litwack, 1997). 
 
CVD (cardiovascular disease) is a general term that includes diseases that affect the 
structures and function of the heart and the vascular (blood vessels) system in the body 
(George & Lyon, 2010). 
 
CHD (coronary heart disease) is a disease where fatty material builds up on the walls of 
the arteries posing a risk for blockage of blood flow and stroke. Atherosclerosis is a type 
of CHD (George & Lyon, 2010). 
 
EPT (estrogen+progestogen therapy)  See HRT. 
ERT (estrogen replacement therapy)  See HRT. 
 
Estrogen is a class of steroid hormone that is important for sexual and reproductive 
development. There are three chemically similar hormones in this group - estrone, 
estradiol, and estriol (primarily in sex differentiation during pregnancy) (Norman & 
Litwack, 1997). 

FMP (final menstrual period) is demarcated retrospectively as one year without 
menstruation during perimenopause (Gold et al., 2000). 
 
Follicle is a fluid filled sac containing an ovum or egg located inside the ovary (Gold et 
al., 2000). 
 
FSH (follicle stimulating hormone) is a hormone released by the pituitary gland to 
stimulate the ovary to produce a follicle and release an egg for fertilization (Gold et al., 
2000). 
 
Homeostasis is a process that refers to maintaining constant and stable functioning of 
cells, tissues, and organisms that is thought of as ‘good health’. Homeostasis is a state 
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that is maintained by the constant adjustment of biochemical signals and signaling 
pathways (Norman & Litwack, 1997). 
 
Hormone is a chemical compound that is released into the blood from endocrine glands 
that then travels to distant target cellular sites to produce an action (Norman & Litwack, 
1997).  
 
HRT (hormone replacement therapy) is a chemical composition made up of estrogen and 
a progestin used by women in menopause to supplement reduced levels of estradiol and 
progesterone. HRT has been widely used in the common vernacular but is being replaced 
by the term HT (hormone therapy). Other terms used over time include (North American 
Menopause Society (NAMS), 2014a): 

ET (estrogen-only therapy) and ERT (estrogen replacement therapy) refer to an 
estrogen only product prescribed for women who have had a hysterectomy. 
 
EPT (estrogen+progestin therapy) and HR (hormone replacement) refer to 
products that combine estrogen + progestin.  
 
HT (hormone therapy) is a term used to describe all hormone therapies for 
women in perimenopause and postmenopause. This term removes any reference 
to ‘replacement’ that characterizes menopause as a loss condition where women 
need to be made whole. 
  

HT (hormone therapy) See HRT. 
 
LH (luteinizing hormone)  is a hormone secreted in pulses by the hypothalamus-pituitary 
glands to stimulate the ovarian follicle to produce an egg and to thicken the endometrial 
lining of the uterus in preparation for fertilization (Norris & Carr, 2013). 
 
Menopause transition refers to the span of time when female fertility ends. It may be 
characterized in phases: fertility, perimenopause, and postmenopause (Gold et al., 2000). 
 
Neuron is a specialized, impulse-conducting cell that is the functional unit of the nervous 
system. It conducts a chemical message between cells using connectors called axon and 
dendrite (Norris & Carr, 2013). 
 
Perimenopause is a phase of menopause that begins with the onset of menstrual cycle 
irregularities and extends beyond the FMP to include the 12 months after menopause 
(Gold et al., 2000). 
 
Progestogen is a class of steroid hormones synthesized from cholesterol primarily into 
progesterone by the ovary after ovulation and by the placenta during pregnancy (Norris & 
Carr, 2013). 
 
Progesterone is a hormone synthesized primarily in the ovaries as part of the process of 
fertility (Norris & Carr, 2013). 
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Progestin is a synthetic product that has a progesterone-like activity but is not identical 
to the progesterone produced in the human body. Progestins are commonly used in 
combination with synthetic estrogens for hormone therapy at menopause (Norris & Carr, 
2013). 
 
SHBG (sex hormone binding globulin) is a protein made by the liver that binds to and 
transports the three sex hormones in the bloodstream. These hormones are the estrogens 
primarily estradiol, dihydrotestosterone (DHT), and testosterone. SHBG levels diminish 
at menopause (Norman & Litwack, 1997).  
 
SSRI (serotonin reuptake inhibitor) are a class of drugs that work by blocking a receptor 
in brain cells that absorbs the chemical serotonin. More serotonin then stays in the blood 
and remains available to ‘amplify’ or transmit messages between nerve cells (NAMS, 
2014a).  
 
Synapse is the physical construction in a nerve cell where chemical signals are 
transmitted and received. It is located between two nerves and consists of the axon 
terminal of one cell that releases neurotransmitters in response to an impulse, an 
extremely small gap between the two cells, and the adjacent membrane of another axon 
with an appropriate receptor for picking up the transmitted signal (Norris & Carr, 2013). 
 
Visceral fat is an accumulation of fat that is deposited within the body often near or 
surrounding organs. In menopause fat accumulates in the abdominal cavity and is also 
stored around a number of important internal organs such as the liver, pancreas and 
intestines. Visceral fat is sometimes referred to as 'active fat' because it has the ability to 
synthesize estrogen and inflammatory compounds and to release them into the 
bloodstream. Storing large amounts of visceral fat is associated with increased risks of a 
number of health problems including type 2 diabetes (George & Lyon, 2010).  
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CHAPTER 1: Framing the Thesis 

1.1 Introduction 

The once strictly private experience of menopause has moved into the public 

domain where it is regarded from many different points of view. The postmenopausal 

women of today are the first generation to experience the impact of this confluence of 

private and public life. The research literature reflects these different views with diverse 

studies measuring biomedical changes, detailing subjective experience, and examining 

workplace culture (Ambler Walter, 2000; Broekmans, Soules, & Fauser, 2009; Jack et al., 

2014).  

The dominant view of menopause follows a medical, deficit and loss model based 

on declining levels of hormones. This model developed from large-scale clinical trials 

that found an increased risk for disease at menopause (Houck, 2006). Other studies have 

explored women’s thoughts and emotions looking for the personal meaning of the 

menopausal transition (Ambler Walter, 2000; Herzig, 2012; Jack et al., 2014; Marnocha, 

Bergstrom, & Dempsey, 2011; McQuaide, 1998). Even with this extensive body of 

research there is no consensus about the menopause experience. 

The popular media is the primary vehicle for distributing this contradictory 

information that influences the public discourse about menopause (Cimons, 2006). The 

medical message connects menopause to diseases of aging particularly osteoporosis, 

cardiovascular disease, and dementia (Gold et al., 2000). Corporations concerned with 

maximizing profits use advertisements to amplify the impact of loss and sell products to 

aging women (Cimons, 2006). Feminists caution that menopause is part of the continuing 

struggle to establish and maintain women’s equal status in society (Houck, 2006). 
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Women approaching menopause need a framework that can help to organize and clarify 

this multi-faceted and fragmented content. 

In this thesis I have proposed that menopause is a process of change that can be 

successfully managed by strengthening personal agency. Personal agency is strengthened 

through focusing on the critical factors of awareness, financial stability, and good health. 

Awareness of the relationship between self-worth and external validation may lead to 

more independence and intrinsically validated life goals. Enacting these goals depends on 

the depth of available resources particularly financial stability and good health. High 

postmenopausal life satisfaction is achieved when the new goals are fully realised. 

This proposed model of menopause unites many disparate viewpoints and moves 

away from an over focus on symptomatology. The postmenopausal women in this study 

have contributed to the building of this model by discussing the direct experience of 

menopause but also by giving a full account of the social context within which 

menopause occurs. The women’s experience was analyzed by drawing on three 

influential dimensions: physiology, symptoms and impact, and the social world. The 

resulting analysis is comprehensive and the proposed model is relevant to every stage of 

the menopausal transition. 

It is impossible to predict the symptoms or the long-term impact of menopause 

but women can prepare to manage the experience. The proposed model can be used as a 

tool for assessing and strengthening personal resources. Strong resources are the 

foundation for dynamically responding to the unpredictable nature of menopausal 

challenges. Every woman can benefit from using this model but it is especially effective 
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for those women who will have the most difficult challenge. Effectively managing the 

menopause transition is key to every woman’s postmenopausal life satisfaction. 

This document focuses on the research project results but also describes the 

complex process of turning a research interest into a thesis. The linear format using 

numeric section headings was the best way to organize a great deal of factual detail and 

including comments throughout the document has captured some of the flavour of the 

interactive, creative, and circular nature of the grounded theory techniques. Chapter 2 

through Chapter 7 follow the sequential timeline of the study and the remainder of this 

chapter will detail the development of the research idea. 

1.2 Locating the researcher.  

In qualitative research methodology the researcher’s influence is recognized as 

unavoidable and an integral part of interpreting data (Creswell, 2013). Qualitative 

research locates or identifies the researcher’s influence by articulating it rather than 

trying to eliminate it (Creswell, 2013). First Nations researchers Absolon and Willett 

(2005) suggest that “location is more than simply saying you are of Cree or Anishinabe 

or British ancestry; from Toronto or Alberta or Canada; location is about relationships to 

land, language, spiritual, cosmological, political, economical, environmental, and social 

elements in one’s life” (p. 98). They also propose that a researcher must have first hand 

experience of any topic under examination. As Indigenous people and researchers they 

are sensitive to exploitation through both colonialism and ill-conceived research projects. 

This insider/outsider debate may also apply to research outside First Nations 

communities. 
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My experience with a difficult menopause transition gave me an insider 

perspective for research on menopause. Like most of the women in the study I had a long 

work life with many years in a high stress, demanding, and male-centric environment 

where continuing to work at a high performance level became a challenge. Early 

retirement was an option for me as it was for most of the women in the study.  

In addition I have a particular worldview that is largely influenced by my social 

status. On the surface I am Caucasian, 64 years old, married but previously divorced with 

two grown children, grand children, and great grandchildren. Below the surface I am a 

composite of geographical and family influences. As a child on a Saskatchewan grain 

farm there was social isolation and near poverty. As a teen I lived in a residential high 

school enjoying the material comfort of improved family finances. These contrasting 

circumstances gave me a strong sense of how money is used to determine social standing 

and sensitivity to the unfairness and inequality of this value system. 

As a young adult I viewed feminism and unionism as opportunities for social 

justice and personal independence. The writings of the 2nd wave of feminist activists like 

Betty Friedan, Germaine Greer, and Gloria Steinem were inspirational. These women and 

others publicly challenged the patriarchal social system and established a new, 

welcoming social norm for women. Because of feminist activism women began 

participating in public life including paid employment. 

Feminism prompted social changes that allowed me to become educated, and 

eventually to work in a male dominated profession where higher pay and benefits meant 

real long-term advantages. While there were many benefits to these achievements there 

were many challenges that often strained the limits of my personal resources. The women 
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in the study and I shared a similar background that placed us on an equal footing as we 

explored the topic of menopause together. My insider status was an important and 

positive factor in the study. 

1.3 Developing the research question 

1.3.1 Interest in menopause research. The spark of an idea for the current 

research study developed from a video shown during an undergraduate class in 

psychology. Researchers at McGill University in Montreal who were working on post-

traumatic stress blocked adrenaline receptors to interrupt memory consolidation and 

reduce the impact of recurring vivid memory (Brunet et al., 2008). If anxiety in 

menopause was also linked to excess adrenaline then blocking the adrenaline receptors 

might reduce those symptoms. This idea might develop into a safer and more effective 

alternate treatment than using HT or mood stabilizing drugs. This idea came to me as a 

result of searching for a way to control my own symptoms and transition off long-term 

use of hormone therapy (HT). 

I developed a pseudo-clinical trial/case study to test the idea by using the Brunet 

et al., (2008) study as a base to create a standardized dosage, a proscribed set of methods, 

and systematic documentation. My doctor was skeptical but agreed to prescribe the 

general beta-blocker propranolol since it posed no undue health risk for me. At the end of 

three months the symptoms were controlled and the HT drugs were tapered to extinction. 

This successful outcome inspired me to think that the idea could offer other women relief 

from similar symptoms with a less intrusive and safer pharmaceutical option.  

HT is an effective way for women to control symptoms but that choice also 

elevates the risk for life threatening illness (WHI Investigators, 2002). For working 
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women debilitating symptoms might mean leaving the workforce prematurely potentially 

losing the benefits of promotion and financial security that are most likely to occur at 

midlife (Jack et al., 2014; Kopenhager & Guidozzi, 2015). In developing an alternative to 

HT for symptom control that worked for me I believed I had found another, safer option 

that could support other women through a difficult menopause. 

I failed to find an academic program and supervision to do this intervention 

research. There was no lab working on menopause clinical trials at the University of 

Regina and family commitments precluded leaving the city for another academic 

program. Without external support for my ideas I felt insecure and unsure that I was 

pursuing a valid area of study. Outwardly, I put this project aside and privately kept the 

hope that a future opportunity would appear. 

1.3.2 The research environment. Frequently I had informal conversations with 

acquaintances and even casual contact with strangers that suggested women were eager to 

talk about menopause. Focusing on subjective experience was a radical change from 

intervention research but I found the interdisciplinary master’s degree program in 

Gerontology. This program offered the best opportunity to continue academic research 

but there was one restriction - participants had to a minimum of 65 years old. Any project 

would require recruiting women who were past menopause not women actively 

experiencing menopause. 

The age restriction requirement at first seemed to be a difficult compromise but 

eventually it turned into a positive opportunity. Postmenopausal women could comment 

on the entire menopause transition through authentic, direct knowledge of events and also 

the broader context of female experience. Further because of their age the women could 
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describe the next transition between the end of fertility at menopause and the beginning 

of old age. 

1.3.3 Goals and the research question. The broad goals of the study developed 

out of the first principle that women are an authentic and expert source of information 

about menopause. Their direct experience would be the primary source for developing a 

substantive theory of menopause. Postmenopausal women are uniquely suited to 

discussing menopause because they have direct knowledge of the event and have 

experience with any lasting impact that could develop after the active symptoms subside.  

Developing such a broad based, participant centered study required an open-

ended research question. The final research question became how do postmenopausal 

women describe their menopause experience? that anchored the search for an effective 

methodology. 

1.4 Choosing a methodology 

A broad based research question opened an opportunity to understand menopause 

from the widest possible perspective but developing a detailed research study was a 

struggle. I had a long career in information technology managing many change projects 

that gave me confidence in my professional skills but in this academic environment I was 

a novice. Critical feedback at my thesis proposal defense showed me the knowledge gaps 

that were eventually filled in during further coursework and extensive reading. 

1.4.1 The right paradigm. Choosing the appropriate methodology required 

several preparatory steps. There were three goals for the study: meet the requirements of 

the academic research setting, have women as the experts in their own experience, and 
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translate the study results into pragmatic and useful knowledge. A methodology would 

have to accomplish these goals.  

Guba and Lincoln (1982) propose that a disciplined inquiry paradigm must have 

guiding principles that “should not be judged on the grounds of their self-evident truth, 

their common-sense qualities, or their familiarity to the inquirer, but in terms of their fit 

to the phenomena into which one proposes to inquire” (Guba & Lincoln, 1982, p. 237). 

Two research paradigms to choose from: deductive and quantitative or inductive and 

qualitative approaches (Auerbach & Silverstein, 2003; Creswell, 2013; Guba & Lincoln, 

1982; Pickard, 2013). The inductive approach had the best fit with my defined goals 

particularly the goal of having women at the center of the project (Creswell, 2013; 

Pickard, 2013; Wuest, 2001). 

1.4.2 Feminist scholarship. Previous research has established that women are 

reluctant to speak publicly about female reproductive experiences (Herzig, 2012; 

McQuaide, 1998; Morris & Symonds, 2010; Nosek, Powell Kennedy, & 

Gudmundsdottir, 2010). This collective silence might be based in avoiding the stigma 

associated with discriminatory social stereotypes but another factor might involve the 

structure of research studies.  

Feminist critiques of knowledge creation in academia have clarified how biases in 

study design can marginalize women’s contribution to the research knowledge base 

(Ambler Walter, 2000; Nosek, Powell Kennedy, & Gudmundsdottir, 2010). Feminist 

social movements in the 1960s and 1970s focused on ending discriminatory male-centric 

or androcentric social practises and feminists scholars worked to eliminate this bias in 

research practises (Cimons, 2006; Houck, 2006; Nagy Hesse-Biber, 2012). There have 
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been several feminist epistemologies – knowledge creation theories that developed out of 

opposition to discriminatory research practises linked to a patriarchal society (Butler, 

1988; Seibold, 2000; Wuest, 1995, 2001).  

Nagy Hesse-Biber (2012) in The Handbook of Feminist Research: Theory and 

Praxis provides an overview of the various ways that androcentric research 

methodologies introduced gender bias to exclude women as ‘expert’ sources of 

information. Empirical, standpoint, and postmodern are three influential feminist 

epistemologies. Feminist empiricism identifies a bias of generalizing research findings to 

women without actually having women directly involved in studies. Standpoint theory 

proposed that women are expert because they are an oppressed social group with both 

direct knowledge of events and a thorough understanding of the hierarchy of power 

(Butler, 1988; Nagy Hesse-Biber, 2012; Preissle & Han, 2012; Seibold, 2000; Wuest, 

2001). Postmodern feminist epistemology is the most recent theory offering a broad 

based critique beyond the more narrow focus on male misogyny. There is a greater 

emphasis on the multiplicity of experience “Although postmodern feminism is also 

concerned with bias, this position argues there is not one single truth. Women’s 

experiences vary according to such characteristics as race, class, locations, sexual 

orientation, and education” (Wuest, 1995, p. 126). 

I used these feminist critiques to find a methodology for this project and to 

reconcile it with my own beliefs. While I accept the post modern idea of individually 

constructed experience, vestiges of a patriarchal society continue to negatively affect the 

collective female experience in North America and Canada. 
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1.4.3 Grounded Theory methodology. Wuest (1995) proposed a good fit between 

feminist epistemology and Grounded Theory methodology (GT). Doing qualitative 

research is a process that answers the question what is happening here? by focusing on 

key principles: benefit to participants, knowledge translation, tolerance for diversity, 

acknowledging researcher influence, and expecting dynamic change. GT is primarily 

distinguished from other qualitative research methods like phenomenology and 

ethnography by the focus on theory development. It goes a step beyond the gathering of 

descriptive detail common to many of the other inductive methods (Baker, Wuest, & 

Noerager Stern, 1992; Oakley, 1981). GT satisfied my three goals: adherence to 

academic requirements, woman-centered methodology, and the possibility of producing a 

pragmatic theory at the end of the process. 

GT researchers agree on a theoretical starting point rooted in inductive reasoning 

but do not agree on method and technique (Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Glaser & Strauss, 

1964, 1967; Kendal, 1999). They disagree about methods that ‘force’ the creation of 

categories and concepts rather than freely allowing them to ‘emerge’ (Charmaz, 2014; 

Kelle, 2007; Kendal, 1999). Some approaches include structured coding phases (open, 

axial, selective) and some maintain a more unstructured analysis of raw data emphasizing 

the experience and creative thoughtfulness of the researcher (Corbin & Strauss, 2008; 

Glaser & Strauss, 1964, 1967; Kendal, 1999). 

Charmaz (2012, 2014) resolves these differences through “a constellation of 

methods, rather than an array of methods … we all begin with inductive logic, subject our 

data to rigorous comparative analysis, aim to develop theoretical analysis, and value 

grounded theory studies for informing policy and practise” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 14-15). 
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However not just any method will do “engaging in iterative research is not equivalent to 

theory construction per se. Theories rest on explicated abstract concepts” (Charmaz, 

2014, p. 15). She calls her method constructivist GT. 

Constructivist GT methods focus on identifying the interactions between a person 

and their social environment “A process consists of unfolding temporal sequences that 

may have identifiable markers with clear beginnings and endings and benchmarks in 

between. The temporal sequences are linked in a process and lead to change” (Charmaz, 

2014, p. 17). Charmaz (2014) uses an iterative process that sorts, organizes and compares 

words and phrases until a pattern of interactions and a clear understanding emerges 

(Figure 5, p. 57). The categories are analysed and interpreted into a comprehensive 

explanation or theory. 

The GT methodology was a method that I could understand and it worked to meet 

the study goals. Working through the process outlined by Charmaz (2014) and Olson 

(2011) gave me a way to physically handle a great deal of text data and eventually to 

understand and apply meaning to it. Olson (2011) advocates a paper-based process where 

raw data words and phrases written on sticky notes can be easily grouped, and moved 

within the emerging categories. This method is effective without the more structured 

requirements of open, axial, and selective coding of Corbin and Strauss (2008) or the 

coding families of Glaser (1978). 

Researcher reflexivity was a new concept for me and was a particularly important 

part of GT method. It engages the researcher in constant awareness of how choices are 

made throughout every step of a study. GT researchers report their thinking process and 
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adherence to method as the study unfolds. Writing down what happens is also a way for 

others to assess the validity of the results and the data interpretation. 

1.5 Exceptions to proscribed method 

This thesis developed by bringing together many different influences and meeting 

proscribed standards. The requirements of academic standards, feminist epistemology, 

GT methods, declaring social location, and practising reflexivity were meant to work 

together within the study but sometimes they were in conflict. Throughout the document 

if deviations from any standard practises were necessary I recorded how conflicts were 

resolved. 

The study began with a literature review required by the University Research 

Ethics Board (REB) that violated the GT methodology advocated by Glaser and Strauss 

(1967). However Kelle (2007) suggests that violating this original GT tenet is acceptable 

because “It is impossible to free empirical observation from all theoretical influence” 

(Kelle, 2007, p. 133). He further suggests “The infeasibility of an inductive research 

strategy that demands an empty head (instead of an ‘open mind’)” (Kelle, 2007, p. 134). 

Therefore in the spirit of Kelle (2007), Chapters 2, 3, and 4 present an overview of the 

biological, personal impact, and social context of menopause based on an extensive 

literature review.   
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CHAPTER 2: The Physiology of Menopause 

2.1  Introduction 

Menopause occurs because of physical changes in the ovaries but affects almost 

every other system throughout the body. Estrogen plays a key role in the body and so is 

an essential starting point for understanding the entire experience of menopause. In 

natural menopause every woman passes through a shift in hormonal levels that results in 

the end of menstruation and fertility. Profound changes in producing and transporting the 

sex steroid hormones can result in observable symptoms. The changes also result in a 

hidden and increased risk for several serious illnesses.  

Like many women in the general population, I started this project with an 

understanding of female fertility but very little detail about the systemic effects of 

estrogen. Consequently I was inadequately prepared to fairly assess the deficit and loss 

model of menopause that has dominated clinical research and the public discourse. The 

view of menopause as a ‘loss’ and the decision to use HT is one of the most controversial 

issues for menopausal women. I had formed an opinion that pharmaceutical companies 

making drugs for profit could be influencing physicians to over prescribe drugs. 

Seemingly there could be no other reason that a doctor would risk endangering a 

woman’s long-term health. 

After learning more about the systemic role of estrogen throughout the body I 

understood that doctors could view HT as the only effective treatment available to reduce 

the risk for serious diseases like invasive breast cancer and cardiovascular disease. HT 

also relieves the distress of debilitating symptoms by supplementing the diminishing 

levels of estrogens and delaying the ongoing effects of estrogen loss. However because of 
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the potential harm of long term use doctors still must press for better, safer, and effective 

interventions while actively responding to the immediate needs of female patients 

(Burger, MacLennan, Huang, & Castelo-Branco, 2012). This chapter sets out the 

physiological information that must frame any thorough discussion of menopause. 

2.2 The context of fertility  

Understanding menopausal physiology is a complex informational and 

organizational task. I start with a progression from the simple to the more complex: a 

review of premenopausal fertility, then place fertility within the overall reproductive 

timeline, and finally the systemic place of estrogen in the biology of the body. A glossary 

is available on page ix to clarify the challenging concepts and terminology. 

 The words estrogen and menopause need clarification because of their 

established common use. I use the word menopause and the term menopausal transition 

interchangeably in a general way to refer to the overall experience. The terms 

perimenopause, and postmenopause refer to particular phases within that broad 

experience. The singular word estrogen commonly refers to the female fertility hormones 

as if there was only one when there are actually three estrogens. I use the word estrogens 

as a category of steroid hormones that includes the three types: estrone (E1), estradiol 

(E2), and estriol (E3). Each of the three estrogens will be referred to by name or by 

notation where appropriate. 

2.2.1 Circulating estrogens. Estradiol is the hormone most commonly thought of 

as estrogen well known for its function in female fertility but it has a lesser-known role 

“E2 is the major product of the entire biosynthesis process and is the most potent 

estrogen during the premenopausal period” (Cui, Shen, & Li, 2012, p.197). Estradiol is 
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made in the ovaries and released into the bloodstream where it circulates as part of a 

fertility cycle (Cui et al., 2012). Broekmans et al. (2009) outline a fertility feedback loop 

where circulating estradiol signals the hypothalamus and pituitary glands to release 

follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH). FSH stimulates or recruits a follicle and an egg in 

preparation for fertilization. If fertilization does not occur luteinizing hormone (LH) 

triggers a release of the placenta, stimulates estradiol production, and the cycle repeats. 

There is a finite store of follicles and eggs that is depleted at mid-life when the store 

finally runs out. 

In perimenopause fewer and fewer follicles/eggs are available to be recruited. The 

fertility cycle becomes erratic as more and more FSH is released in attempts to recruit the 

few remaining follicles and less and less estradiol is produced (Figure 1). Menstruation 

stops when the last follicle is recruited and the final fertility cycle is complete. The final 

menstrual period (FMP) marks the end of fertility and first phase of postmenopause. 

 2.2.2 A staging system. Figure 2 shows how this fertility cycle fits into a lifetime 

of reproductive capability. Perimenopause begins around the age of 45 and on average 

lasts for five years (Harlow et al., 2012). Postmenopause is demarcated retrospectively by 

the FMP defined as the cessation of menses for a period of 12 months and on average, the 

FMP occurs at 51 years of age (NAMS, 2014a). The end of menstruation is a critical 

point in time as it represents the apex of chemical imbalances that the body works hard to 

correct. Difficult, short-term symptoms may be most pronounced in the year before and 

the year after the FMP with vasomotor symptoms - hot flashes - as the defining 

menopausal symptom (NAMS, 2014a).  
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Figure 1. Estradiol and FSH Levels. Rising levels of FSH and falling levels of estradiol during the 
menopausal transition (Harlow et al., 2012). 
 
  The Stages of Reproductive Aging Workshop 10+ (STRAW 10+) working group 

created this staging system to define the phases of fertility and place them onto a lifelong 

reproductive timeline (Harlow et al., 2012; Soules et al., 2001). The chart standardizes 

terminology and provides researchers and clinicians with a common frame of reference. 

Sections refer to both observational, chemical, and descriptive baseline diagnostic criteria 

(Harlow et al., 2012). The chart has had been widely cited in research studies (NAMS, 

2014a).  

2.2.3 Biology. Norris and Carr (2013) describe how the reproductive system fits 

within the overall biology of the body. The human body is a network of individual 

functional units - clusters of cells, tissues, and organs that are connected together by 

chemical signals, and signaling pathways. A particular range for optimal functioning or 

set points proscribe the limits of ‘good health’ for each of these units. Every unit 

operating within the set points contributes to the overall stability or homeostasis of the 

entire body. Homeostasis is a major contributing factor to the potential for human 

longevity. If one or more individual systems are imbalanced and operating outside of the 

set points the entire body will be unstable. 
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Figure 2. Stages of Reproductive Aging Workshop (STRAW+10) (Harlow et al., 2012) 
 

The female reproductive system is one of the body’s functional units with both a 

local and systemic purpose. The ovaries release estradiol into the bloodstream to 

stimulate the fertility cycle but circulating estrogen also has a systemic effect “Estrogen 

is a systems-level signaling molecule that regulates and co-ordinates multiple functions 

across organs, cells, and genes” (Rettberg, Yao, & Brinton, 2014, p. 2). Extreme 

fluctuations in estradiol levels can cause a temporary imbalance in the ovaries but also 

result in wide-ranging effects felt in the bone, blood, and the brain (Balthazart & Ball, 

2006; Broekmans et al., 2009; Cui et al., 2012; McEwan, 2001; Rettberg at al., 2014; 

Simpson, 2003). 

2.3 Perimenopause: Producing estrogens 

During menopause there is a profound chemical re-balancing in the body as the 

production of estrogens changes (Cui et al., 2012; Nelson & Serdar, 2001). Figure 3 

shows direct (ovarian) and indirect (circulating) sources of estrogens prior to menopause.   
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Figure 3. Estrogens Pre and Post Menopause. Premenopausal primary estrogen is estradiol circulated 
directly to tissues through bloodstream. Postmenopause primary estrogen is estrone metabolized from 
androstenedione in adipose tissue. Androgens continue to circulate from both ovaries and adrenal glands in 
postmenopause. (Balthazart & Ball, 2006; Cui et al., 2012; Rettberg et al., 2014; Simpson, 2003) 
 
Ovaries metabolize estradiol directly from cholesterol for local use and for release into 

the bloodstream (Cui et al., 2012; Rettberg at al., 2014). Organs throughout the body 

have ports or receptors on their cells to extract the estradiol and release its activating 

‘message’ (Cui et al., 2012; Rettberg at al., 2014). The adrenal glands metabolize 

cholesterol into androgens and release them into the bloodstream where they circulate to 

androgen cell receptors. This is an indirect source of estrogens as cells must further 

metabolize these precursors into usable estradiol (Cui et al., 2012; Rettberg at al., 2014). 

In postmenopause the ovaries reduce circulating estradiol by 90% virtually 

shutting down this direct source for tissues and organs (NAMS, 2014a). The adrenal 
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glands continue to produce androgens that as an indirect source of estradiol (Cui et al., 

2012; Rettberg at al., 2014). Fat deposits or adipose tissue begin to be an important 

indirect source of estrogens. This type of fat is not inert and can actively extract 

circulating androgens and convert them to estrone (Cui et al., 2012; Rettberg at al., 2014). 

Estrone does not circulate in the bloodstream but transfers to cell tissue in close 

proximity to these fat deposits (Cui et al., 2012; Rettberg at al., 2014). Estrone is then 

converted to estradiol (Cui et al., 2012; Rettberg at al., 2014). Large active fat deposits 

may overproduce estrone resulting in an oversupply of estradiol in adjacent organs that is 

particularly problematic for diseases like estrogen-sensitive breast cancer (Carmena, 

Duriez, & Fruchart, 2004; Gao et al., 2014; Kavanagh et al., 2013). Active fat deposits 

also produce compounds that have systemic inflammatory effects (Kavanagh et al., 

2013). 

The loss of circulating estradiol has another important impact on tissues and 

organs. It is one among several transporters that delivers glucose into cells as a source of 

energy (Rettberg et al., 2014; Weinberg et al., 2005). Reducing glucose-based energy 

reduces efficient tissue function (Rettberg et al., 2014). In several ways organ systems 

throughout the body react to losing circulating estradiol and women may feel this change 

through varying degrees of symptom intensity (Parker et al., 2000). 

While this loss of estradiol has significant impact throughout the body menopause 

is a natural occurrence for which the body is well prepared. Cell tissues adjust to the 

diminishing supply of circulating estradiol by relying more and more on their own local 

production “The total amount of estrogen synthesized by these extra gonadal sites may be 
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small but the local tissue concentrations achieved are probably high and exert biological 

influence locally” (Simpson 2003, p. 226). 

2.4  Postmenopause: Beyond fertility 

The return to homeostasis is different for every woman. Continuing inadequate 

levels of estradiol coupled with increased adipose tissue raises the long-term risk for 

developing disease but that impact may not be observable until well into old age. A 

higher risk for immediate health crises occurs within the first year of postmenopause with 

more obvious consequences. Addressing menopausal changes in the body is important 

both for relieving the discomfort of short-term symptoms but also in reducing the risk for 

disease. 

2.4.1 Fat. In postmenopause fat that accumulates throughout the body is a major 

area of concern (Carmena et al., 2004; Gao et al., 2014; Kavanagh et al., 2013). Larger 

quantities of unmetabolized cholesterol still circulating in the bloodstream and not 

converted to energy get deposited as fat (Kavanagh et al., 2013; Weinberg et al., 2005). 

Changing hormonal levels in the blood influences where fat is deposited targeting the 

abdomen and proximity to breasts: 

but if energy intake is too high, the body will store fat as intra-abdominal 

visceral adipose tissue. Specifically, intra-abdominal obesity is associated 

with the greatest risk of all of these diseases independent of total body 

adiposity. (Rettberg et al., 2014, p. 11). 

Fat increases under the skin (subcutaneously), in streaks within bone, is deposited as 

lesions or plaques in arteries, and concentrates in large masses in proximity to vital 

organs (visceral) (Carmena et al., 2004; Kavanagh et al., 2013; Samar et al., 2015).  
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2.4.2. Disease. All tissue and organs that use hormones are affected at menopause 

but certain organs are at higher risk for developing disease. High levels of fat deposited in 

the arteries increase inflammation that is linked to neurodegenerative diseases like 

Parkinson’s Disease and autoimmune diseases like arthritis and diabetes (Carmena et al., 

2004; Samar et al., 2015). There is loss of bone density and strength that contributes to 

osteoporosis (Gao et al., 2014; Zaman, Cheng, Jessop, White, & Lanyon, 2000). Three 

organs in particular are also affected: brain, heart, and breast (George & Lyon, 2010; 

Rettberg et al., 2014; Samar et al., 2015; Wong et al., 2015). 

  2.4.2.1 Brain. The loss of circulating estradiol primarily affects only 

certain brain functions. Recent research has shown that the brain can locally produce 

estradiol from cholesterol in neuronal cells (Cornil, Ball, & Balthazart, 2006; Cui et al., 

2012; McEwen, 2001). When estradiol is locally produced in brain neurons it no longer 

fits the strict definition of a steroid hormone but crosses into the class of brain chemicals 

called neurotransmitters and could be termed a neurohormone (Balthazart & Ball, 2006). 

However other brain cells within areas like the hippocampus do not have these 

capabilities and will be more affected by the loss of circulating estradiol (Balthazart & 

Ball, 2006). The hippocampus controls memory and spatial organization resulting in 

some degree of forgetfulness during menopause. 

 When estrogen stops transporting glucose in the bloodstream the brain loses one 

source of energy (Rettberg et al., 2014). The brain has very high, energy requirements as 

“The human brain, despite comprising only 2% of the body’s mass, consumes 20% of the 

body’s fuel.” (Rettberg et al., 2014, p. 5). Low cellular energy can produce slower 

cognitive processing with memory loss and disrupted spatial orientation (Rettberg et al., 
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2014; Ryan et al., 2012). Loss of glucose may have more long term impact “A reduced 

rate of brain glucose metabolism is one of the most frequently documented abnormalities 

in AD (Alzheimer’s Disease)” (Rettberg et al., 2014, p. 22).  

2.4.2.2 Heart. In postmenopause there is an increase in adipose tissue in 

proximity to the heart and in fat deposits on arterial walls (Samar et al., 2015). These 

large deposits contribute to inflammation and cardio-vascular diseases (CVD) like venous 

thromboembolism and atherosclerosis (Gander, Sui, Hazlett, Hebert, & Blaire, 2014; 

Samar et al., 2015). Fat deposits form lesions or plaques on arterial walls that may block 

blood flow to the heart or rupture and result in a stroke (Carmena et al., 2004; George & 

Lyon, 2010; Mathews & Sutton-Tyrell, 2010; Tonyz, 2004). The incidence of CVD rises 

sharply after menopause and is the leading cause of death in Canadian women (Angus et 

al., 2005; Government of Canada, Public Health Agency of Canada, 2009; Samar et al., 

2015; Tuomikoski et al., 2010). Adipose tissue near the heart may also increase the risk 

for damage to the heart muscle with coronary heart disease (CHD) (Samar et al., 2015). 

2.4.2.3 Breast cancer. In other diseases it is the absence of estrogens that 

becomes problematic but in some breast cancer the problem is too much estrogen (Goss 

et al., 2003). Some breast cancer tumours have receptors that extract both circulating 

estradiol from the bloodstream and estrone from adipose tissue (Goss et al., 2003). 

Treatment for these estrogen-sensitive tumours may include surgery to remove the 

ovaries in fertile women to reduce circulating estradiol (Goss et al., 2003). Drug therapies 

like Tamoxifen block cell receptors to prevent the estrogens from getting into the cells 

but lose effectiveness after approximately five years of use (Goss et al., 2003).  
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Other drug options reduce estrogen production by disrupting the metabolic 

conversion to estradiol. These treatments target the last metabolic step in the chain of 

conversions by inhibiting the enzyme aromatase (Figure 3, p. 19) (Charlier, Cornil, Ball, 

& Balthazart, 2013; Meinhardt & Mullis, 2002). Aromatase inhibitor drugs suppress 

availability of aromatase throughout the body not just at the tumour site causing systemic 

effects (Goss et al., 2003). The cancer may be effectively treated but a fertile woman will 

also be forced into instant menopause. Menopause resulting from these interventions is 

often referred to as medically-induced or surgically-induced menopause rather than the 

more gradual changes of a natural menopause (Goss et al., 2003). Recent treatment 

options have been tested that can target only the aromatase in breast adipose tissue 

(Sestak, 2014). If targeted treatment options become widely available then women could 

avoid difficult systemic side effects (Sestak, 2014). 

2.5  Summary 

Estradiol is the key hormone in the female fertility cycle and a systemic chemical 

messenger that activates functions at the cellular level in organs throughout the body. 

Bone, the vascular system, and the brain all use estrogens and androgens for optimal 

functioning. During menopause the loss of circulating estradiol is offset by the continuing 

ability of tissues to convert androgens to estrogens. Androgens are metabolized in the 

adrenal glands and released into the bloodstream before, during, and after perimenopause 

as an indirect source of estradiol. 

One of the most serious problems in perimenopause is accumulating adipose 

tissue around vital organs. Unmetabolized cholesterol, testosterone, and SHBG contribute 

to redistributing fat deposits that accumulate as visceral fat. This active fat can produce 
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inflammatory compounds and can be a source of nourishment to estrogen-sensitive 

cancerous tumours. 

  The systemic role of estrogen and the loss at menopause has contributed to 

understanding the negative impact on women’s health. This deficit and loss model 

encourages a view that menopause results in an inevitable reduced quality of life. It is 

important to remember that the end of fertility is a natural process and the body has 

internal mechanisms that will facilitate a return to homeostasis. In most women these 

systems work well and a new level of functioning is established within a few years time. 

In this chapter we have established how often silent, long-term health risks are 

tied to low estradiol levels and why the potential for disease can become a special 

concern of medical researchers and physicians. In Chapter 3 we now move the focus 

from physiological detail to the immediate and observable short-term effects that are 

usually the primary concern for women anticipating menopause (Gold et al., 2000, 

Marnocha et al., 2011). The focus moves from the level of organ and tissue to the level of 

symptoms and personal impact. 
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CHAPTER 3: Personal Life and Menopause 

3.1 Introduction 

Women do not directly feel cells silently balancing and re-balancing while the 

body works to restore homeostasis but women may feel these changes as symptoms of 

menopause. The changes of menopause are natural, inevitable, and for most women a 

simple and welcome transition. While medical researchers have primarily looked at 

menopause as a risk factor for disease women have been interested in symptoms from the 

pragmatic point of view as potential disrupters to life circumstances. Menopause may 

then be examined from the viewpoint of the personal impact of symptoms. 

3.2  Symptoms 

 Symptoms of menopause range widely from mildly uncomfortable to intolerable 

(Gold et al., 2000). The hot flash occurs for 75% of North American women and 10% of 

those women have severe flashes (Harlow et al., 2012; Kaunitz & Manson, 2015; SIGMA 

Canadian Menopause Society, 2015). There are many other common symptoms and some 

women experience more than one at a time (Gold et al., 2000). 

The Study of Women Across the Nation (SWAN) that started in 1995 as a 2-year 

longitudinal clinical trial was a seminal study on symptoms. It was based at seven 

different geographic locations in the United States and included 16,065 American women 

of Caucasian, African-American, Hispanic, Chinese, and Japanese descent (Gold et al., 

2000). The results identified the four most common complaints in all menopausal age 

groups regardless of ethnicity: aches and pains, forgetfulness, sleep disturbances, and hot 

flashes/night sweats (Gold et al., 2000). Other significant symptoms were urine leakage, 

vaginal dryness, and heart pounding (Gold et al., 2000). These particular symptoms 
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reflect the specific areas that are rich in estradiol receptors: bone, muscle, blood, brain, 

and the urogenital tract. 

3.3 Risk factors 

 The SWAN study was designed to identify risk factors for developing severe 

symptoms (Gold et al., 2000). The significant factors identified were age, level of 

education, menstrual status, financial status, ethnicity, marital status, body mass index, 

smoking, and physical activity (Gold et al, 2000). Symptom severity positively correlated 

with menstrual status, high body mass index, low physical activity, lower educational 

level, and difficulty paying for basic needs (Gold et al, 2000). The impact of stress, 

geography, and ethnicity were also included in the study (Gold et al, 2000). 

3.3.1 Stress and anxiety. All women experience a degree of increased anxiety 

during menopause regardless of any pre-existing condition (Bromberger et al, 2013). 

Premenopausal women with low anxiety had the largest increase in anxiety during 

menopause (Bromberger et al, 2013). High anxiety has been linked to low income, to 

elevated actual stress and high perception of stress, and to negative attitudes toward aging 

and menopause (Bauld & Brown, 2009, Nosek, Powell Kennedy, Yewoubdar et al., 

2010). 

3.3.2 Geography. While the SWAN study results were based on a participant 

pool of multiethnic, urban American women, Price, Storey, and Lake (2007) studied 

Caucasian women living in rural Nova Scotia. They found that these women shared the 

same symptoms as reported for the SWAN participants. In addition rural women reported 

a lack of trusted sources of information and limited access to doctors. Internet 

information, though readily available, was rejected as overwhelming and impersonal. The 
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women in the study frequently turned to nurse practitioners and to friends for information 

and support. 

3.3.3 Ethnicity and culture. There has been a marked difference in the reported 

symptoms in research studies with different ethnic participant groups. Non-Caucasian 

women report fewer symptoms than Caucasian women (Brown, Leidy Sievert, Morrison, 

Reza, & Mills, 2009; Gold et al., 2000). Gold et al. (2000) with results from the SWAN 

study found that Japanese and Chinese women reported lower levels of all symptoms 

with only similar levels of heart pounding and forgetfulness compared to the other ethnic 

groups. African-American women reported the most severe hot flashes, and 

stiffness/soreness. Caucasian women had the highest reported levels of disrupted sleep. 

Hispanic women had the highest levels of urine leakage, vaginal dryness, heart pounding, 

and forgetfulness. 

Research studies focused on menopause and ethnicity have proposed that genetics 

or diets higher in fish and soy might account for the differences in symptoms (Brown et 

al., 2009). The Hilo Women’s Health Study evaluated differences in reporting hot flashes 

by Japanese and European American women (Brown et al., 2009). Differences were 

noted on the self-report questionnaire results but disappeared when hot flashes were 

assessed by skin conduction techniques (Brown et al., 2009). Since both groups had 

similar physiological responses the differences point to a cultural bias in the reporting of 

menopausal symptoms (Brown et al., 2009) 

Reporting of symptoms in research studies may be affected by a study design that 

is not sensitive to cultural context. Loppie (2007) worked with Indigenous women in 

Canada and showed the importance of culture as a determining factor in research 
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outcomes. She found that storytelling and a strong sense of community influenced a 

researcher’s ability to capture experience. Non-traditional sources of information had to 

be incorporated into effective data gathering methods. In a study by Madden, St. Pierre-

Hanson, Kelly, Linkewich, & Payne (2010) differences existed in basic terminology as 

there was no word for menopause in the Ojibway, Oji-Cree language of the women in the 

study. They used the phrase ‘that time when periods stop’. Attention to ethnicity, 

language, and the cultural context of the participants creates the best fit between research 

methods and the research topic. 

3.4 Summary  

Menopause may be viewed as a cluster of symptoms that depend on risk factors 

embedded within each woman’s personal life circumstances. The SWAN study as 

reported in Gold et al., (2000) suggests that menopause can be managed simply by 

controlling lifestyle choices through personal willpower. The study results link symptom 

severity with body weight as defined by the body mass index (BMI) and level of physical 

activity. There is also a strong link to low income and education levels that influence 

food availability and limit choice. The impact of socioeconomic risk factors resonated for 

me in the poignantly descriptive category Difficulty paying for basics (Gold et al., 2000, 

p. 466). Knowing which are the most influential risk factors is particularly significant 

since fat deposits are a key factor in developing life-threatening disease. 

Research on risk factors for menopausal symptoms is difficult because symptoms 

are part of the subjective experience of women and because study results are subject to 

several external influences. Methods of data gathering can affect study results. 

References have established that ethnicity and culture have influenced the way that 
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menopausal experience is reported. Attention to terminology, methods, and 

insider/outsider perspective as part of research design is necessary to avoid 

misunderstandings and inaccurate interpretations (Absolon & Willett, 2005; Brown et al., 

2009; Loppie, 2007; Madden et al., 2010).  

Gender bias may also influence the results of research studies. Gold et al., (2000) 

emphasized personal willpower over socioeconomic status suggesting a possible 

‘blaming the victim’ approach. Difficulty with menopausal symptoms was strongly 

linked to women’s lifestyle choices suggesting that women create difficulty by being 

unable to make good choices and manage their hormonal cycles. The influence of social 

standards and stereotypes will be examined next in Chapter 4. The society that is directly 

relevant to this study is the North American, Canadian, urban environment.   
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CHAPTER 4: The Social Context 

4.1 Introduction 

Women who fully participate in the public life of their society must live their 

private physical experience of menopause in a public forum. Visible symptoms like hot 

flashes expose what is happening and draw attention to women who are aging. The 

societal norms about menopause and aging become very important because they can 

influence what life options are available for women in postmenopause. After the 

disruption of perimenopause women may set new goals that are attainable, rewarding, 

and have social value within the limits of their social environment.  

The women in this study were all born in Canada between 1941 and 1954 making 

them part of the so-called baby boom generation (Government of Canada, Statistics 

Canada, 2011). Participating in public life was limited for the mothers of baby boomers 

since in 1940, Saskatchewan women had been voting for less than 30 years (Jackel & 

Millette, 2016). Indigenous women in Canada were enfranchised in 1960 (Jackel & 

Millette, 2016). For the most part this generation of mothers did not work for pay outside 

the home. 

While not all women in Canadian society were affected in the same way by the 

sweeping change of the 1960s and 1970s feminist activist movements the social 

opportunities for female baby boomers were very different than for their mothers (Houck, 

2006). A new social norm developed that allowed women to combine the traditional life 

of ‘women’s work’ with work for pay outside the home (Houck, 2006). Women’s health 

issues with birth control, breast-feeding, and menopause that were once only discussed in 

private began to be part of the public discourse (Cimons, 2006; Houck, 2006). These hard 
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won advances were meant to fulfill the vision of 2nd wave feminists for women to ‘have it 

all’. This early feminist movement’s struggle for female equality was too narrowly 

focused on middle class, Caucasian women’s issues. However all women did benefit 

through their critique of patriarchal culture and gender stereotypes. 

4.2 Language and media 

The standards and rules of acceptable social behaviours are disseminated to the 

public through the mass media and persons in authority. Cimons (2006) explores the 

mixed messages in the public discourse that occur as social norms change. The baby 

boomer generation used print, radio, and television as their major sources of information. 

They also respected and consulted ‘experts’ such as medical professionals and the clergy 

who had access to specialized knowledge. Doctors in particular were among these 

respected experts and gatekeepers to information about menopause and for treatment 

options.  

Advancing technology has changed access to information and how public 

perception is influenced but language still remains powerfully influential (Butler, 1988; 

Cimons, 2006). Information has moved directly into the hands of people through social 

media portals such as the Internet and Twitter that use a combination of words, and visual 

images. The choice of words remains crucial: 

Language is the way the world is defined. It is a way to convince and 

persuade, a means of “constructing” reality, and of attaching labels to 

things. The way in which one “frames” issues and ideas through the use of 

words contributes to the formation of attitudes, assumptions and 
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behaviours. Language is what reaches and defines the core of culture. 

(Cimons, 2006, p. 73).  

Butler (1988) pursues this analysis by proposing that even words with basic meaning like 

‘gender’ and ‘woman’ are simply labels with proscribed cultural meanings. Women and 

men establish the ‘truth’ of words by acting out the proscribed behavior. Within this 

analysis the meaning of terms like menopause can shift according to different social 

perspectives. 

4.3 Stereotype 

Through words and pictures a stereotypic image can be constructed and then used 

to enforce a rigid social role. Women as biologically fragile and emotionally unstable are 

part of a stereotypic image that has portrayed them as unfit for public life (Morris & 

Symonds, 2010; Nosek, Powell Kennedy, & Gudmundsdottir, 2010; Preissle & Han, 

2012; Wuest, 2001). This stereotype established the “diminution of women over the 

years...when attitudes about them came largely from the male-dominated power elite…a 

patriarchal ideology in which women were determined by their biology i.e. their 

hormones” (Cimons, 2006, p. 69-70).  

Even while the image of the angry, intolerant, hormonal woman has been 

marginalized in the early 21st century it may still contribute to women’s public silence 

about menopause (Morris & Symonds, 2010; Nosek, Powell Kennedy, & 

Gudmundsdottir, 2010). Figure 4 shows a comic strip that was published in a major 

Canadian newspaper in 2013 as an example of how the stereotype is still perpetuated 

today. It appeared as part of a series depicting the woman (Elly) going into the paid 

workforce after years of full time care in the home and just before her menopausal years.  
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Figure 4: FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE (c) 2013 Lynn Johnston Prod. Used by permission of Universal Uclick. All rights 
reserved. 
 

In four powerful scenes the images and words critique entrenched gender-based 

social roles. The words have a negative tone: ‘grouch’, ‘peculiar to women’, ‘moody’ and 

the unpredictability of ‘time to time’. Elly’s face contorts with anger and menace and she 

shouts out her frustrations. The son considers the mother’s behaviour unreasonable but 

does not talk to her directly. Instead he turns to a male authority figure, the father, for the 

answer. The problem is ‘hormones’ that are ‘peculiar’ to women and give women 

‘trouble’. The boy, by hiding his comments behind his hand, is making common cause 

with his father and excluding the mother. The last frame delivers the punch line as the 

males share a conspiratorial whisper simultaneously validating the father’s opinion and 

denying the mother’s explanation. 

Hormones may or may not be part of Elly’s problem but they are an easy 

explanation. Relying on stereotype allows the husband to ignore his wife’s complaints 

and avoid addressing the workload inequality within the home. The cartoon also 

demonstrates that stereotypes are generationally perpetuated depicted here by the older 

male educating his son. The male figure appears as steady, reasonable, and the arbiter of 

rules of behaviour in contrast to the shouting woman. 
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The cartoon effectively exposes why women may be reluctant to publicly admit to 

even the possibility that ‘hormones’ may have an effect on their behaviour. They fear 

being dismissed and marginalized at home and at work (Morris & Symonds, 2010; 

Griffiths, MacLennan, & Hassard, 2013; Jack et al., 2014). Keeping silent and hiding the 

physical expression of the female body like blood flow, breastfeeding, and hot flashes are 

coping strategies for women who live and work in predominantly male-centric societies 

and male-centric workplaces (Ambler Walter, 2000; McQuaide, 1998; Nosek, Powell 

Kennedy, & Gudmundsdottir, 2010).  

The cartoon explores the heavy demands of combining the traditional workload of 

wife and mother with working for pay outside the home. The double load becomes too 

much without an adjustment from a supportive family and potentially a supportive 

workplace (Wuest, 2001). This cartoon may also be questioning the development of a 

modern stereotype of the ‘superwoman’ who can succeed with such a workload and still 

remain smiling and approachable. 

Women are reluctant to publicly discuss their lives as a way to conform to societal 

norms. Silence about reproductive problems and menopausal changes distances a woman 

from the stigma associated with female frailty and aging. Silence may also be part of a 

social modesty norm that requires women to be self-effacing (Morris & Symonds, 2010; 

Smith & Huntoon, 2014). Societal values and standards influence how women live 

through the menopausal transition. 

4.4  Work 

 The cartoon (Figure 4) explores how stereotype affects domestic life but it may 

also affect women in the workplace (Griffiths et al., 2013; Kopenhager & Guidozzi, 
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2015; Simon & Reape, 2009). Jack et al. (2014) found that unsupportive workplace 

culture was problematic for menopausal women. Menopause begins on average at 45 to 

55 years of age when career-oriented, working women are reaching their peak earning 

power and opportunity for promotion. Women are challenged to stay in difficult 

workplaces in order to maintain a lifetime of effort and ensure stable income in 

retirement:   

… in settings where men and masculine values dominated, women were 

expected to ‘fit in’ and to manage their bodies according to norms and 

cultural expectations. A certain level of gender ‘performance’ which was 

required in order to feel comfortable influenced how silent or open 

menopause was within the workplace (Jack et. al, 2014, p. 17). 

Women who fear acknowledging and openly asking for accommodation during 

menopause often become less productive and in some cases leave the workforce 

prematurely (Griffiths et al., 2013; Jack et al., 2014). A more supportive work culture 

would benefit women and employers, and could result in reducing the number of 

financially dependent senior citizens (Jack et al., 2014). 

4.5  Feminism 

Women’s silence about reproductive issues is largely based in the fear of private 

and public repercussions (Jack et al., 2014; Nosek, Powell Kennedy, & Gudmundsdottir, 

2010). Houck (2006), in her book Hot and Bothered details the history of women’s 

activism to address the issues that underlie this silence. The 2nd wave of feminism in the 

1960s channeled collective action into both the women’s rights movement that targeted 

equality through legislation and the women’s liberation movement that worked to 
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eliminate gender-based stereotypes. Both of these movements had a common goal: social 

and familial equality with men. They also shared a common concern for women’s health. 

The 1960s in North America could be described as a drug positive culture where 

recreational and prescription drugs were becoming socially acceptable and readily 

available (Leary, Litwin, & Metzner, 1963). Development of pharmaceutical drugs, such 

as the serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), revolutionized the psychiatric profession 

with the promise of relief for various debilitating illnesses (Engel, 1977). Drug therapy 

became an effective and scientifically proven avenue of patient treatment for many life-

limiting conditions. 

For the first time women could effectively control fertility over the entire 

reproductive timeline (Houck, 2006). Synthetic estrogens were developed in several 

different formulations primarily as contraception and packaged in easy to use pill form 

(Houck, 2006). Through drug intervention pregnancy became an option and not a 

necessity for young women; older women were promised youthful appearance into 

menopause (Houck, 2006; Wilson & Wilson, 1963). Research and medical opinion 

papers would caution physicians about over medicating the natural human reproductive 

processes but in practise clinicians were regularly prescribing HT interventions (Houck, 

2006). 

In 1963 Dr. Robert A. Wilson and his wife Dr. T. Wilson co-wrote a research 

article and then a book entitled, Feminine Forever, that catapulted menopause into the 

public discourse (Houck, 2003; Wilson & Wilson, 1963). They declared menopause a 

deficiency disease that could be cured by the recently formulated estrogen-based 

contraceptives: 
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Our streets abound with them [postmenopausal women] – walking stiffly 

in twos and threes, seeing little and observing less … the more intelligent 

woman instinctively knows that her loss of physical attractiveness is 

entirely out of proportion. She sees the marked skin changes, the 

disfiguring fat deposits, the atrophy of her breasts…. If married, an 

irritated or inadequate vagina may bring more unhappiness (Wilson & 

Wilson, 1963, p. 356). 

Their answer was lifelong supplementation to avoid this ‘horrific’ fate. The medical 

community and American federal regulatory agencies responded by investigating the 

extreme claims (Menopause claim to be studied, 1966, Aug 16). 

Feminists had conflicting responses to these claims for long-term estrogen therapy 

(Houck, 2006). They welcomed moving issues of women’s health out of obscurity and 

into the public domain but there was outrage at the devaluation of older women (Houck, 

2006). While acknowledging the usefulness of controlling the entire reproductive life 

cycle feminists rejected the denigration of the aging female as once again unattractive, 

unpredictable, and failing (Cimons, 2006).  

By the 1970s there was a growing awareness of the health risks associated with 

contraceptives and the rise in endometrial cancer linked to estrogen replacement therapy 

(ERT) (Houck, 2006; Writing Group for the PEPI Trial, 1995). Feminists and concerned 

medical practitioners were united in a demand for definitive answers to understand the 

balance between harms and benefits (Houck, 2006). Women who had come to rely on 

contraceptives and ERT for symptom relief needed clear direction. 

4.6 Seminal research 
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Medical researchers responded to public pressure by creating clinical trials 

studying the effects of ERT. Studies like the Postmenopausal Estrogen/Progestin 

Interventions Trial (PEPI) found a link to endometriosis for fertile women with a uterus 

(NIH News, 2002, July 9, 2006, April 11; Writing Group for the PEPI Trial, 1995). Drug 

companies responded by creating two new synthetic estrogen replacement formulations: 

estrogen only for women without a uterus, and estrogen+progestin combination for 

women with a uterus (Houck, 2006). This new combination hormone replacement 

therapy (HRT) became the medical first line treatment option for both symptom reduction 

and disease avoidance (Houck, 2006). However, as these new formulations went into 

widespread use questions still remained about links between HRT, disease, and mortality 

rates for older women (Salpeter, Walsh, Greyber, Ormiston, & Salpeter, 2004). 

4.6.1 Before the Women’s Health Initiative (WHI). Between 1995 and 2005 

researchers all over the world launched large-scale randomized control studies to test the 

safety of HRT. In Canada a smaller study at the University of Sherbrook tested the 

efficacy of different estrogen formulations (AinMeik, 1996). Other Canadian clinical 

trials focused on the effects of post treatment options for women with breast cancer (Goss 

et al., 2003). The Canadian Multicentre Osteoporosis Study (CaMOS) looked for 

osteoporosis risk factors (Tenenhouse et al., 2000). 

Some of the largest clinical trials on the risks of estrogen replacement were in the 

United States. The SWAN evaluated HRT, heart disease and fat deposition (Kavanagh 

et.al, 2013); the Heart and Estrogen/Progestin Replacement Study / Followup 

(HERS/HERS II) for thrombosis, and cancer (Hulley et. al, 2002); and the Cache County 

Study for dementia (Shao et. al., 2012). There were many clinical trials in Europe: in the 
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United Kingdom The Women’s International Study of Long-duration Oestrogen After 

Menopause (WISDOM) for cardiovascular disease, osteoporosis, breast cancer, and 

dementia (Vickers, Martin, Meade, & the WISDOM study team, 2007); in Norway The 

Estrogen in Venous Thromboembolism Trial (EVTET) for thromboembolism (Vickers et 

al, 2007); and in Denmark The Danish Osteoporosis Prevention Study (DOPS) for 

mortality, heart failure, and myocardial infarction (Schierbeck et al., 2012).  

4.6.2 The Women’s Health Initiative (WHI). All of the aforementioned studies 

were looking for links between HT and life threatening diseases but the most influential 

study was run in the United States between 1991 and 2002 (Burger et al., 2012). The 

National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI, 2006, 2008) and the National 

Institutes of Health (NIH) sponsored the multiple WHI clinical trials. These trials were 

run over the course of 6 to 7 years with a total enrollment of 68,152 women, 50 to 79 

years of age (WHI Investigators, 2002). It was an explosive study that had and continues 

to have a major impact on knowledge about women’s reproductive health (Burger et al., 

2012; Langer, Manson, & Allison, 2012). 

The WHI study was constituted with several arms to provide comprehensive 

information about menopause. There were four arms: a nutritional study, the effects of 

calcium and vitamin D supplements, incidence of disease and hormone therapy, and 

socioeconomic risk factors of disease. There were also two memory studies studying 

cognitive effects, WHI Memory Study (WHIMS) and WHIMS Young (WHIMS-Y) 

(Vaughn et al, 2013).  

While the complete WHI study covered a comprehensive analysis of the effects of 

HT, the disease and hormone therapy arm had the most dramatic results. In 2002 the 
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hormone therapy trial for estrogen+progestin (EPT) was prematurely halted two years 

before the scheduled conclusion. Early results showed an elevated risk for invasive breast 

cancer strongly indicating an increased incidence of coronary heart disease (NIH News, 

2002, July 9; WHI Investigators 2002). There were also results indicating an increased 

risk for reduced cognitive function and possible dementia (WHI Investigators 2002). 

Tempering these negative outcomes were a reduction in the incidence of osteoporosis, 

hip fractures, and colorectal cancer (WHI Investigators 2002). 

The WHI press release caused shock and confusion around the world among 

women taking HT for symptom relief (Burger et al, 2012). The new data refuted previous 

observational studies that showed benefits for disease outcomes and lowered mortality 

rates when using HT (Ganz, 2002). Women at every menopausal stage reacted swiftly 

and HT usage rates plummeted (Burger et al, 2012). In 2002 women who were dependent 

on HT to control debilitating symptoms were left with very difficult choices. A resolution 

was needed to this latest round of confusion and contradictions regarding the safety of 

HT treatments (Salamone, Pressman, Seeley, & Cauley, 1996). 

4.6.3 After the Women’s Health Initiative (WHI). Several lines of research 

opened up from the WHI study results. The Kronos Early Estrogen Prevention Study 

(KEEPS) and the KEEPS cognitive and affective sub study (KEEPS-COG) were 

designed to replicate the WHI studies but used a participant pool of younger menopausal 

women (Wharton, Gleason, Miller, & Asthana, 2013). The KEEPS trials enrolled women 

who were 42 to 58 years of age with a minimum of six months since the FMP (Wharton 

et al, 2013). These women were in early postmenopause and the women in the WHI were 

predominantly in late postmenopause (Wharton et al, 2013). 
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The early results of the KEEPS trials support a ‘timing theory’ for HT (Maki, 

2013). The timing theory proposes that HT is less harmful when it is taken early in the 

perimenopausal transition and contraindicated for older postmenopausal women (Maki, 

2013). KEEPS study results found that “Researchers saw no statistically significant 

difference in rates of breast cancer, endometrial cancer, myocardial infarction, TIA, 

stroke, or venous thromboembolic diseases between the three groups…. that given the 

relatively small size of the study and the young and generally healthy study population, 

it’s impossible to make definitive conclusions.” (NAMS, 2012, p.2). The preliminary 

results of the KEEPS-COG showed a neutral effect on cognition but a beneficial effect on 

emotional well-being (NAMS, 2015b). These results are encouraging for younger 

menopausal women but still leave older postmenopausal women with the same difficult 

choices (Gleason et al., 2015; Maki, 2013; Society of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists 

of Canada, 2012, November 30). 

4.6.4 Recommendations. While the debate about the health risks of HT continues 

today, women still require safe interventions and physicians must still advise women who 

need their help. Langer et al. (2012) puts the debate into perspective: 

The excessive conservatism engendered by the presentation to the media 

of the first results of the WHI in 2002 has disadvantaged nearly a decade 

of women who may have unnecessarily suffered severe menopausal 

symptoms and who may have missed the potential therapeutic window to 

reduce their future cardiovascular, fracture and dementia risk.… 

Nonetheless, the WHI deserves credit for demonstrating that the practise 

of starting HRT in older and high risk women to prevent CVD 
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(cardiovascular disease) and dementia is not supported by scientific 

evidence.” (p. 211). 

The emerging medical model for both menopausal symptom relief and disease prevention 

is a focus on the individual personal profile of each woman rather than on a universal 

application of the trend data (NAMS, 2015a; Manson, 2013; Shifren & Gass, 2014). 

Standards for the initiation and discontinuation of HT have been revised. Starting HT for 

women more than five years past the FMP is not recommended by any United States, 

Canadian, or international menopause organization. The current recommendation for 

discontinuing existing HT treatment follows the same general guidelines as for initiating 

treatment.  

Women ultimately must make the final decision but they need adequate 

information and a trustworthy doctor (Kaunitz & Manson, 2015; Maki, 2013; Manson, 

2013; Shifren & Gass, 2014). Physician and patient should make decisions together based 

on the critical factors of age, stage of menopause, and general health (de Villiers et al., 

2013). It is also important to consider that there is an increased risk of mortality within 

the first year after the therapy ends regardless of the method of discontinuation - tapering 

or abrupt cessation (Mikkola et al., 2015). 

Continuation of menopausal symptoms into postmenopause must also be carefully 

monitored (NAMS, 2014b). Persistent symptoms might be indicators of early, subclinical 

disease formation (NAMS, 2014b). Thyroid disorders or cardiovascular irregularities 

have similar presentations and could be dismissed as simply vestiges of menopausal 

changes (NAMS, 2014b). 

4.7  Alternatives to HT 
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There are non-pharmaceutical options for symptom relief that appeal to women 

who have been influenced by the results of the WHI trials or who have a general aversion 

to drug interventions. Three commonly used alternatives are the bioidentical hormones, 

mind-body techniques, and supplements. 

 4.7.1 Bioidentical hormone replacement. Bioidentical hormones have been 

marketed as safer alternatives to synthetically produced hormone supplements (NAMS, 

2014a). They are plant-derived estradiol and progesterone that are biochemically 

identical to the hormones produced in the body (NAMS, 2014a). These hormone 

supplements can be compounded at a local pharmacy and are not government regulated 

in Canada. Women must personally ensure the potency of the hormones and the absence 

of potentially toxic substances like heavy metals (Shifren & Gass, 2014). The most 

common commercial and government regulated bioidentical products are Prometrium 

(progesterone) and Estrace (estradiol) (NAMS, 2014a). They are available by prescription 

only in Canada (NAMS, 2014a). 

 4.7.2 Mind-body techniques. Mind-body techniques are the least invasive 

methods of alternative interventions for symptoms. A meta-analysis by Innes, Kit Selfe, 

& Vishnu (2010) of “3500 potentially relevant abstracts and citations … a total of 21 

papers representing 882 participants over 18 trials and 6 countries” (p. 3) identified that 

yoga, tai chi, meditation-based programs, muscle relaxation, and paced breathing are 

effective in reducing menopausal symptoms. However rigorous, high-quality controlled 

trials are still required to fully investigate the preliminary analysis. 

 A lack of this evidence-based research has led NAMS (2015c) to recommend only 

cognitive behaviour therapy (CBT) and clinical hypnosis for symptom relief. Canadian 
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researchers Green, McCabe, and Soares (2012) have developed a comprehensive guide to 

using CBT for menopausal symptoms. CBT can be effective in adjusting thinking 

patterns and habitual behaviours that contribute to low mood or anxiety during 

menopause (Green, 2011; Green & Girdler, 2014). 

 4.7.3 Supplements. There are several popular botanical supplements available 

over-the-counter. The most popular are soy based products, black cohosh, red clover, 

evening primrose oil, dong quai, and wild yam (Green et al., 2012; Taylor, 2012). Taylor 

(2012) reports that only the derivatives of soy: S-equol and genistein, and rhubarb extract 

Err731 may offer some minor relief for symptoms. The placebo effect or strong belief in 

the efficacy of treatment can obscure the actual direct effect of the supplements. More 

rigorous research of these supplements is necessary before they can be definitively 

recommended for clinical treatments (NAMS 2014a). 

 Women may use supplements to privately manage hormonal symptoms (Croden, 

Ross, Yuksel, & Sydora, 2015) Canadian women living in urban centres have access to 

these products through major chain pharmacies (Croden et al., 2015). Women living in 

rural areas with Internet service can readily access online sources (Croden et al., 2015). 

Botanical supplements are generally considered safe alternatives but care must be taken 

to avoid interactions with prescription drugs and exacerbating any existing medical 

conditions (Taylor, 2012). 

4.8  Summary 

 Women having gained the right to participate fully in public life must find ways 

to live out the private experience of menopause within a social environment. The physical 

needs of women at perimenopause and postmenopause largely dictate if treatment is 
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required but treatment decisions are also influenced by social norms. Feminist activists 

have worked to eliminate gender-based societal discrimination but women still feel the 

influence of the stigma associated with gender stereotypes about the effects of female 

fertility and hormones. Women attempt to avoid societal bias by finding ways to control 

menopausal symptoms in order to keep the experience a personal and private matter. The 

current social context encourages menopausal women to mask the outward signs of the 

experience but at the same time leaves them with few safe and effective options. 

A woman’s social context frames the search for safe and effective ways to 

manage menopausal symptoms. This search draws together all the dimensions of the 

menopause experience: the physical changes and their impact and whether the social 

context allows a woman to be open about what is happening. The research on the 

physiology of menopause has established the dominant societal view of menopause as a 

time of deficit and loss. There are changes at menopause but the effects vary widely and 

are most often easily managed.  

What is a natural and most often simple change has been exaggerated into a 

discriminatory, social stereotype. Working-women in particular dare not acknowledge 

any physical weakness related to their female biology lest they confirm the stereotype 

and endanger their social status and careers. Within this context it is understandable that 

women have become largely silent about their reproductive life experiences. 

This study explored the topic of menopause by encouraging women to speak 

freely about their experience. The methods outlined in the next chapter were designed to 

overcome any initial reluctance to participate, capture authentic experience, and add the 

women’s insights to the existing knowledge base.  
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CHAPTER 5:  Research Design and Execution 

5.1 Introduction 

During the design process I was mindful of research showing how women were 

reluctant to talk publicly about their private lives (Nosek, Powell Kennedy, & 

Gudmundsdottir, 2010). Outside the study, women acquaintances, and even strangers 

were eager to talk about menopause. Women would talk if they felt comfortable to speak 

freely about their experience. The study was designed and executed to create a supportive 

atmosphere conducive to answering the research question. This chapter includes a focus 

on the factual details of the study techniques, and a brief description of the creative 

process that occurred during the data analysis.  

5.2 Ethics Approval 

 The University of Regina Ethics Board (REB), and the Regina Qu’Appelle Health 

Region (RQHR) jointly approved the study (Appendix A) on May 22, 2014. There was 

ongoing financial assistance through the University of Regina Graduate Studies 

Scholarship but no external funding was accessed. The approval covered the fundamental 

research question, how do postmenopausal women describe the menopause experience? 

5.3 Recruitment 

Women were recruited using a poster and flyer that outlined two criteria: 

approximate age range 60 to 75 and being in postmenopause (Appendix I). A general 

telephone number and email address were advertised but after the first interview I 

corresponded with the women through my personal telephone and email address. Posters 

were distributed to a variety of locations including senior’s education centres, fitness and 
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rehabilitation locations, and medical clinics (Appendix J). Other recruitment techniques 

included snowball methods, personal appeals, and a direct mail out letter (Appendix K).  

5.4 Intake 

All the women included in the study responded by telephone. This first contact 

was followed by a script guided telephone conversation to screen the respondents by age 

and stage of menopause (Appendix B). The right to withdraw from the project at any time 

was reinforced at this time and also at the beginning of the interview. 

A follow-up email was sent immediately after the telephone contact to confirm 

the date, time and location of the interview. The email included a copy of the participant 

consent form allowing the women time to review the project details prior to the interview 

(Appendix C). The interviews were always scheduled a minimum of one week after the 

first telephone contact. 

Women chose where to be interviewed, either at home or in a public location. For 

home visits I followed the protocol for researcher safety in the guidelines available online 

from the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare Family and Community Services 

(2014). Seven women chose to be interviewed at home. At no time did I feel threatened 

in any of the interviews but it was reassuring to know that I had a plan in place. 

Each woman chose her own pseudonym that was used as the identifier on all 

paper and digital documents. The woman’s real name appeared only on the consent form 

and the intake form. It was a small detail but right from the very beginning it established 

that the woman’s point of view was central to the project. There were no restrictions on 

what they could choose and the pseudonym quickly became part of the women’s identity. 
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This small item did not generate data for coding but it was the first small step in building 

an encouraging atmosphere (Nosek, Powell Kennedy, & Gudmundsdottir, 2010).  

No remuneration was offered to the participants but each woman received a copy 

of the transcript that was edited and formatted to read like a story. This document was 

created with an attractive font, printed professionally, and bound in a soft cover. 

5.5  Interview guide, informed consent, and the right to withdraw 

Several documents and procedures were required to formalize the roles of 

informant and researcher during this study. An interview guide clarified when and how 

the different techniques would be presented and I did follow this guide in each interview 

(Appendix D). The Participant Consent Form outlined every detail of the study and acted 

as a binding agreement (Appendix C). The consent form was reviewed line-by-line 

before the interviews began to make sure that the women fully understood the terms of 

the research project. Signing the agreement indicated that they understood and consented 

to participate in the study (informed consent). 

The women were advised several times of their right to withdraw from the project 

at any time. Withdrawing meant that all paper and digital documents to the point of 

withdrawal would be destroyed. However anything that had been said could not be 

removed from my memory and so the final analysis might be influenced by that 

information. No one withdrew at any time during the project. The interviews were 

audiotape recorded using a small and unobtrusive digital tape recorder. Taping started 

only after the consent form was signed. 

5.6  Method and techniques 
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A semi-structured format was chosen as the most flexible method that would meet 

the project goals. One of the goals was to eliminate the power differential inherent in the 

roles of researcher and informant. Complete equality was not possible as a researcher 

must frame the study and ultimately controls the project but two different techniques 

offered the best opportunity to balance the power relationship: self-reflection exercises 

and an informal conversation. 

 5.6.1 Self-reflection exercises. There were two self-reflection exercises 

incorporated into this study: the Button Mosaic as a social ‘ice-breaker’, and the Symbol 

as a vehicle for creative expression and catalyst for engaging in conversation. 

 5.6.1.1 The button mosaic. The button mosaic was a tactile and visual 

exercise and a fun way to start the interview. A mix of 157 unique and ordinary buttons 

were chosen from my personal collection and stored in a blue velvet bag. The buttons 

were dumped out randomly in front of the women onto a table or desk where the 

interview was taking place. The women were encouraged to respond as they wished or to 

decline. Each woman chose to create a pattern or mosaic. When they were satisfied with 

the pattern I photographed what was made (Appendix G). The buttons were then returned 

to the bag. 

To encourage the women to focus on their own thinking and feeling, I was careful 

to contain my preferences. There were no instructions or suggestions about how the 

pattern should be laid out. I commented about a button only if the woman picked it up 

and spoke first. It was easy to give genuine positive feedback on each woman’s efforts 

because the patterns were very creative.  
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 The idea for this exercise came from an activity that I shared with a grandson who 

has a chronic illness. On days when he was very sick we would take out the big jar of my 

grandmother’s buttons and sort them. We would talk about the buttons and imagine 

where they came from and what they were used for. He loved this activity. As it turned 

out, most of the women had a button collection either inherited from their mothers and 

grandmothers or collected from clothing over the years. By sharing the buttons with the 

women and telling them about my grandson, I was also sharing personal information. 

Rather than remaining removed from the process protected by the privilege of the 

researcher role I joined with the women in the process. 

5.6.1.2 The symbol. The symbol exercise followed immediately after the 

button mosaic and continued to build an atmosphere of trust. It was designed to narrow 

the initial general focus toward the topic of menopause. The women were asked to bring 

a physical object to the interview that would represent the essence of their menopausal 

experience. There were no restrictions on what was appropriate but the women were 

cautioned about copyrighted material and reminded that they would need permission to 

use photographs of people. This was not an issue as there were no photographs. 

Choosing an object required a level of self-focus, creativity, and worked very well 

to stimulate discussion of the menopausal experience. The objects that the women 

brought included: three cartoons, four illustrations, and three objects: pompoms, cowboy 

boots, and a plaque (Appendix F). For the purposes of the study, the object was 

photographed and then returned to the women. 

This idea for this exercise developed from a poster presentation outlining a study 

based on the participatory photography research method commonly called PhotoVoice 
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(Burke & Evans, 2011; Foster-Fishman, Nowell, Deacon, Nievar, & McCann, 2005; 

Guillemin, 2004). In that study, the participants used cameras to take meaningful pictures 

that captured the essence of their experience (Burke & Evans, 2011; Foster-Fishman et 

al., 2005). The idea was that the participants would create knowledge by capturing their 

own perspective in the photograph (Burke & Evans, 2011; Foster-Fishman et al., 2005). 

 Other research results show that these participatory visual and tactile methods are 

empowering for the participants (Burke & Evans, 2011). Foster-Fishman et al., (2005) 

concluded that “if empowering effects are desired then methods that provide 

opportunities for influencing and controlling knowledge construction, promote reflection, 

and offer opportunities for experiencing diverse perspectives are an appropriate choice” 

(p. 288). In one study menopausal women drew pictures to illustrate their experience 

(Guillemin, 2004). I was unaware when I developed these tactile exercises that they fit 

into this participatory research paradigm. Adding this context for the original ideas 

confirmed that they contributed to achieving the study goals and did not violate the tenets 

of GT methodology or a feminist informed approach.  

5.6.2 The conversation. The Symbol exercise moved seamlessly into the talk-

based technique: the conversation. The conversational format of the interview allowed 

the women to talk freely about menopause and their lives. This type of interview was 

chosen rather than a semi-structured interview because it implies an exchange between 

equals. It was the most effective interview format to balance power and encourage 

participation. 

Asking direct questions was not part of my original idea for the conversation but 

probe questions were prepared as required by the REB (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The 
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questions covered four very general categories: Life Context, Direct Experience, Impact, 

and Legacy (Appendix D). These categories were developed through personal 

knowledge, the literature review, general exposure to the public discourse, and informal 

conversations with other women prior to beginning the study. 

The probe questions were not asked as the concepts were covered within the flow 

of the conversation. Each woman had a different comfort level with questions. I was also 

personally uncomfortable with questioning the women as it seemed to reinforce or at 

least raise awareness of the implicit power differential between us. I felt ‘researcher 

questions’ might impair the study results by directing the conversation rather than 

allowing the women free expression. Two questions that did work well were discovered 

in the first interview and incorporated in all other interviews: is there anything else that 

you would like to say that we haven’t covered? and what advice would you give to 

younger women thinking about menopause? 

Listening to the interview recordings I realised that an unintended approach had 

also developed. To follow-up on leads in the conversation without using a question, I 

would make a general statement that implicitly required a response. The women picked 

up on this ‘hook’ and would reply sometimes at length. By this indirect route the 

women’s views would be explored and recorded. I was also mirroring the conversational 

style of each woman I talked to. This awareness led to concerns that I was becoming too 

close to the women and perhaps losing researcher objectivity. Slight adjustments were 

made to reduce mirroring conversation and to talk less while still remaining part of the 

active flow of the conversation. 
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5.6.3 Closing the interview and follow-up. The interview ended when the 

women felt they had said everything they wanted to say. I thanked them for their time 

and they often thanked me in return for an enjoyable experience. Most of the women 

stated they preferred an email or telephone follow-up rather than subsequent in-person 

contact. 

5.7 Transcription, codes, and analysis 

5.7.1 Transcription. The audio recordings in mp3 format were uploaded into the 

NVivo software. I transcribed the audio verbatim enclosing my words in curved brackets 

(  ) and using square brackets around any sounds that I made [laughing].  

This was my first experience with transcribing audio recordings and it took time 

to get used to the process. Eventually, I was able to transcribe about 6 to 10 minutes of 

audio in about 1 hour. With this rate, an hour of interview took about 10 hours to 

transcribe and then about 2 days to complete each interview. Passages had to be re-played 

repeatedly in order to clearly hear all the words. This intense concentration contributed to 

mental fatigue and I needed to take frequent breaks. Also serious family illnesses 

occurred throughout this time period causing long delays between transcribing sessions. 

These difficulties resulted in a backlog of transcribing. I did not delay recruiting women 

or refuse anyone who volunteered so that I could catch-up because I was concerned about 

having an adequate number of women in the study.  

These unforeseen issues led to deviating from the generally proscribed 

simultaneous coding and analyzing processes advocated by GT methodology (Glaser, 

1978). While not ideal, I propose that the delays had minimal impact. Theoretical 

sampling is a technique that relies on the coding and analysis of each interview to 
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discover new avenues of research to support emerging ideas. The endpoint of this method 

is to gather an exhaustive set of details and use that breadth of information to form a 

theory to explain the topic under study. All properties of phenomena should be 

discovered and thoroughly understood – resulting in a saturation of knowledge. This is a 

target goal of GT but in practise it is not always achievable; it is not always possible for 

all categories to ever be fully saturated and some properties can remain unknown. 

The number of informants and different data sources that it takes to fully describe 

a category is not known at the outset of a project and is never tied to a standard measure. 

In this study not having fully processed each interview in sequence did not impact the 

theory development because even with all 10 interviews not all the initial categories 

could be saturated. Theoretical sampling to saturate all the categories of the phenomena 

of menopause was never a real possibility within the available timeframe and scope of 

this study. The results of this project nevertheless have significance and the potential for 

further theoretical sampling still exists. This topic will be discussed further in the section 

on recommendations in Chapter 7. 

5.7.2 Codes and analysis. I initially tried to code with the NVivo software but 

quickly changed to a paper based method that I learned at an International Institute for 

Qualitative Methodology (IIQM) conference workshop in June, 2014. This process used 

sticky notes to record the raw data. These notes were then physically grouped into 

clusters that could be labeled as categories and then easily moved and re-grouped as 

necessary. The audiotape transcription files were converted to a Microsoft WORD 

document format that preserved the section breaks created by the NVivo software. These 
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section breaks then served as reference points to locate quotations rather than line-by-line 

numbering. 

The coding process following the outline provided in Charmaz (2014) using a 

constant comparison of raw data for a first pass with particular emphasis on the use of 

verbs (gerunds) for labels to capture action i.e. running, smiling etc. (Figure 5). This 

initial coding is somewhat equivalent to the open coding first pass in other GT method 

variations (Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Creswell, 2013). Focused coding and categorizing is 

an iterative subsequent phase that develops the initial codes into category that begin to 

suggest an emerging theory. Theoretical sampling pursues sources of information that 

will fill in knowledge gaps. The final theory is written into a coherent explanation that 

can potentially be disseminated. 

As the coding and analyzing processes occurred in this study, the postmenopausal 

experience became an important category to explore. I was able to pursue this idea by 

returning to the women to ask two direct questions: what is the most important change 

that happened because of menopause, that has persisted into postmenopause, and that is 

probably permanent? and, why is this change so important? 

The coding process included the physical technique of extracting and categorizing 

words as well as a creative process. The words and categories were organized into a 

tentative explanation that would then be replaced as the ‘facts’ were shuffled and re-

shuffled. This re-working of the data elements happened several times as clearer and 

more comprehensive concepts emerged. The current thesis does not mean that a 

definitive understanding of menopause has been reached but it does establish a coherent 

and supportable model of menopause.  
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Figure 5: Visual representation of Grounded Theory method. Adapted from Charmaz (2014) p.18 

5.8 Verification 

 Qualitative research methodology has a different set of measures for validity than 

the traditional methods of quantitative research methodology (Baker et al., 1992; Guba & 

Lincoln, 1982; Kelle, 2007; Seibold, 2000). Morse, Barrett, Mayan, Olson, & Spiers 

(2002) emphasize moving from a strictly post hoc adjudication to a continual process of 

researcher reflexivity for “methodological coherence, … sample must be appropriate.… 

collecting and analyzing data concurrently.… thinking theoretically.… theory 

development” (p. 18). The study must have a good fit between the categories, concepts, 

and the developed theory; it must be easily understood, and it must be useful (Glaser & 

Strauss, 1964, 1965, 1967). 

 The methods of verification must follow a process, “Verification is the process of 

checking, confirming, making sure, and being certain” (Morse et al., 2002, p.17). 

Ultimately it is “the researcher’s creativity, sensitivity, flexibility, and skill in using the 

verification strategies that determines the reliability and validity of the evolving study” 

(Morse et al., 2002, p. 17). 
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In order to check and confirm (member checking) the accuracy of my 

interpretation I emailed each woman a summary document showing the category 

structure and the fit of her words into each category. I corrected factual errors and 

interpretations while preserving an audit trail - the original document wording remained 

with a strike through notation (Appendix E). Only one woman disagreed with my 

interpretation of her words (IRFAC). The women in the study were the ‘experts’ on the 

accuracy of my interpretation of their experience.  

5.9 Material outcomes, ownership and storage of materials 

There were numerous materials involved in the project. The items included: the 

intake form, the consent form, the photographs of the symbolic object and the button 

mosaic, the interview audio recording, Microsoft OUTLOOK email messages, the NVivo 

transcripts, WORD documents, paper coding materials, the printed booklets given to the 

women, and copies of the thesis in digital and print formats. 

The Participant Consent Form defined ownership of use of the material outcomes. 

The content of the interviews appearing in physical form belonged to the women 

including the pictures of the button mosaic and the symbolic object, the audio recordings, 

the NVivo and WORD transcribed text, and the narrative booklet. I had permission to use 

the transcribed text and analysis for my thesis, and journal articles in print and digital 

formats. None of the physical materials except the narrative booklet were given to the 

women. 

A target date of August 1, 2016 was set to allow all the paper material to be 

digitized, save to a USB drive and encrypted, and then the paper destroyed. The 

encrypted USB drive will be kept in the offices of Dr. Mary Hampton, University of 
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Regina, Luther College for a period of 7 years in accordance with requirements of the 

REB. 

5.10 Summary 

 This chapter has provided a detailed outline of designing and executing this 

project. The study design was developed to meet three major purposes: balance 

hierarchical power relationships, produce rich and detailed data, and fulfill academic 

program requirements. Choosing the GT methodology and methods advocated by 

Charmaz (2014) allowed me to meet the design goals. I gathered detailed information and 

created a fun atmosphere for the women by adding tactile and visual techniques that 

encouraged self-reflection and a sharing of experience. 

As a novice GT researcher my ability with the method changed and grew as a 

result of actually working with the process. The differences between descriptive analysis 

and theoretical analysis became clearer as I gathered enough detailed information to start 

seeing some patterns emerge. This evolving of concepts and ideas changed how the 

project was moving. What began as a focus on the narrow experience of perimenopause 

changed to include the effect of perimenopause on postmenopausal life. This result 

happened very late in the project as more data about process and context developed. 

The remaining chapters will describe the data analysis and interpretation phases 

of the study. The initial research question drew out descriptive details of the 

perimenopause experience but the informants also described menopause as a process 

within a particular context. These pieces of information have been worked into a 

categorical framework that supports a proposed model of menopause. 
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CHAPTER 6: Results  

6.1 Introduction 

 The original research question, how do postmenopausal women describe their 

menopause experience? was broadly worded to include every type of menopause 

experience and to encourage women to speak freely about their experience. A 

demographically homogenous group of women with a diverse range of menopause 

experience responded to the recruitment materials. They spoke at length about their lives 

and these conversations provided the basis for developing a global perspective on 

menopause. 

Menopause is an event that comes into an existing life that is already moving 

along on established routines and patterns of behaviour. Some of the women in the study 

experienced other change events during menopause that made life very difficult for them. 

The complex interrelationship of these various life events took time to sort out during the 

data analysis. It eventually became clear that the challenge at menopause is not in the 

specific details of the physiological changes but in the emerging challenge to a woman’s 

personal power or agency. Postmenopause is a time for finding new ways to maintain 

control over life circumstances. Maintaining personal power is not a one-time event at 

menopause but part of the continual readjustment required as the body moves through 

time into old age. 

Personal power was strengthened if there was awareness of the changing 

circumstances and proactive solutions were created. All of the women in the study took 

direct action to meet the initial menopausal challenge but in late postmenopause some of 

the women were able to move forward and some were struggling.  
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Table 1: Descriptive Facts          

 *Celine took bioidentical hormone therapy. 

6.2 Descriptive facts: The informants  

Fourteen women were recruited to the study. One woman withdrew, one woman 

could not be contacted, and two women responded after the project concluded. Posters 

and snowball recruitment were the most successful recruiting methods. Table 1 

establishes that at the time of the interview the women were all in late postmenopause 

with an average age of 67 years and with an average of 14 years in postmenopause (time 

since the FMP). The average age at the FMP was 52 years with two outliers, Dragonfly at 

64 years and Freedom at age 45. 

Table 2 demonstrates that the women in the study shared a common 

socioeconomic background. They were Caucasian, lived in an urban centre, and Canadian 

citizens by birth. The women were mothers who were or had been in heterosexual 

marriages growing up with two heterosexual parents, and at least one sibling. The women 

were either University educated or highly skilled and financially secure. Every woman 

had long-term paid employment or had professional careers.  

 
Name 

 
Severity Self 
Rating  

 
Age at 
FMP 

 
Current 
Age 

 
Post 

Menopause 
(yrs.) 

 
HT 

 
Duration HT 
in years 

 
 
CAM 

 
Medium 

 
58 

 
61 

 
3 

 
Yes 

 
10 

Joanne Mild 50 63 13 No 0 
RG Mild 50 66 16 No 0 
Tango Extreme 52 75 23 Yes 15+ 
Lenore Medium 51 78 27 Yes 12 
 IRFAC Mild 51 62 11 No 0 
Coldfeet Extreme 50 66 16 Yes 2 
Celine Mild 53 69 16 No* 0 
Dragonfly None 64 74 10 No 0 
Freedom  Mild/Med 46 58 12 No 0 
 
 

1 None 
4 Mild 
3 Medium 
2 Extreme 

 
52.5 

 
67.2 

 
14.7 

 
50% 

 
Average 

12.75 
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Table 2: Demographics          

 

The recruitment materials were designed to include women from every 

socioeconomic level. The group of women who responded was not demographically 

diverse and at first I thought this was a disadvantage. After analyzing the transcripts I 

could see that they all responded to menopause in the same way and I think this pattern is 

tied to their shared background. This pattern may not have been so clear if I had recruited 

10 women who each had a different background. 

While the women were demographically homogenous their experience was 

remarkably diverse with the range of symptoms similar to the type and distribution 

pattern reported in large-scale clinical trials (Chapter 3). Eight of the women had natural 

menopause with some symptoms, one woman had natural menopause with no symptoms, 

and one women had surgically-induced menopause. During the telephone intake 

interview I asked the women to rate their symptoms on a severity rating scale of 1 – Mild 

Symptoms, 2 – Medium Symptoms, and 3 – Extreme Symptoms (Table 1). Five of the 

woman rated their menopause medium to extreme. Recruiting an informant with the rare 

Name Children Own 
Home 

Ethnicity Recruit Education Marital 
Status 

Paid 
Work 

Locale 

 
RG 

 
one 

 
yes 

 
Caucasian 

 
Snowball 

 
University 

 
Separated 

 
Yes 

 
Urban 

Joanne two yes Caucasian Poster University Married Yes Urban 
CAM one yes Caucasian Poster Skilled Married Yes Urban 
Tango two yes Caucasian Direct University Widow Yes Urban 
Lenore two yes Caucasian Snowball University Married Yes Urban 
 IRFAC two yes Caucasian Snowball University Married Yes Urban 
Coldfeet one yes Caucasian Poster Skilled Partner Yes Urban 
Celine four yes Caucasian Poster Skilled Married Yes Urban 
Dragonfly two no Caucasian Direct University Divorced Yes Urban 
Freedom two yes Caucasian Poster Skilled Divorced Yes Urban 

Average 1.9 90% 100% 50%  60% 100%  100% 100% 
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experience of no symptoms at all was very fortunate - P. Tuomikoski et al. (2010) report 

that they screened 400 participants to find 23 women with no menopausal symptoms. 

6.3 Atmosphere: A comfortable research setting 

The women spoke freely and in depth because they were comfortable and 

engaged in the process. The button mosaic exercise set a tone that encouraged 

remembering “I miss her [mother], missed her terribly” (RG), enthusiasm “I think this is 

a neat idea” (Lenore); and a little confusion “I’m not quite getting this” (IRFAC). The 

women were surprised and pleased by what they created “Oh my god, it almost looks like  

a bird” (Coldfeet); and “ooh, I like that” (IRFAC). Some enjoyed the tactile and visual 

properties of the buttons “gorgeous” (Lenore); and “unusual” (Tango). Some were 

interested in the buttons that had inscriptions “this looks like it’s in another language” 

(Celine); and some appreciated the activity “it was very relaxing” (Joanne). Two of the 

women became quite attached to the ‘art’ they had produced, “YOU HAVE TO PUT 

THEM AWAYYY!” (CAM); and “Just like that, she gets rid of my work of art, holy 

cow!!” (Lenore). These techniques worked as planned and set a relaxed tone for the 

conversations that were full of rich and detailed information. 

6.4 Key concept: Personal Agency 

The key concept identified in this study is agency or personal power. Agency can 

be described as power “Power is broadly defined as asymmetric control over valued 

resources” (Anderson & Brion, 2014, p. 69). It may also be defined “more broadly as 

personal power, which is the extent to which actors (power holders) are capable to act 

with agency, or to produce their intended effects in the environment” (Van Dijke & 

Poppe, 2006, p. 538).  
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Different taxonomies of power exist but one approach uses two categories: 

personal power and social power (Van Dijke & Poppe, 2006). Personal power is based on 

the degree of independence from the control of others (Anderson & Brion, 2014, Van 

Dijke & Poppe, 2006). Social power is “a possibility or capacity to affect others, even if 

these others would resist such influence attempts“ (Van Dijke & Poppe, 2006, p. 538). 

Power is tied to actual or perceived competence “In fact, perceived competence might be 

the most consistent predictor of rank within social groups, and the effects of perceived 

competence can be quite large” (Anderson & Brion, 2014, p. 72). Personal power may 

overlap with social power as controlling the social environment is key to maintaining 

personal power (Anderson & Brion, 2014; Van Dijke & Poppe, 2006). 

While all the women had similar backgrounds that gave then a strong sense of 

agency before menopause their postmenopausal lives were quite different. A core group 

of women, Lenore, RG, IRFAC, Freedom, and Celine, maintained their personal power 

but several of the other women did not. Tango, CAM, Joanne, and Dragonfly continued 

to struggle and Coldfeet was very close to feeling completely overwhelmed. 

The category of agency emerged by comparing the women’s life experience. The 

women’s personal power, a sense of competency and a sense of self worth, developed 

from the properties of awareness, finance, and health. Figure 6 shows how the initial raw 

data of the women’s words formed into the hierarchical structure of the categories and 

properties. Figure 7 is a diagram of how the properties interact in a dynamic process that 

creates agency. Both Figure 6 and Figure 7 show that agency is the foundation of 

postmenopausal life satisfaction.  
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Figure 6: Postmenopausal Life Satisfaction (categorical framework). Premenopausal readiness to transition 
through menopausal changes depends on awareness + agency to result in high life satisfaction at 
postmenopause.  
 

Life satisfaction in postmenopause is part of meeting challenges and taking 

advantage of opportunities. Actions are created out of the available resources and they 

become part of a feedback loop between the self and the social world. Finances and 

health are built largely before menopause but awareness may be expanded during 

perimenopause. At mid-life before perimenopause the women in the study were rich in 

resources, confident, and were socially successful.   
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Figure 7. Postmenopausal Life Satisfaction (process). Agency is the result of a feedback loop where 
awareness, finances, and health modify interactions with the social world. The degree of agency is directly 
correlated with postmenopause life satisfaction.  
 

They knew how to put confidence into action “You have to be it, you have to do 

it, you have to get on with it” (Joanne). They could compromise when necessary “you 

kind of deal with it as it comes” (Lenore) but preferred to have control “I can be very 

emotional but I don’t like being, losing control” (RG). 

Strategies to maintain agency are becoming part of life now as time passes. There 

was a need to remain relevant “stay relevant with my son … you know I don’t want him 

to think - oh Mom, you’re just so old fashioned” (CAM) and “I accept some things that I, 

that I wouldn’t want to look like a prude” (Tango). Tango cried as she described the 

challenges to remaining competent “I clean the driveway off every day all winter long … 

I go out there and prove that I can do this I guess … so I am now in that slippery slope, 

the slide of becoming an old woman”. 
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6.5  Building agency 

 The women in this study had confidence and resources built up over a lifetime. 

They had an advantageous upbringing in a democratic country with access to free, high 

quality medical care and good, adequate nutrition. The family background nurtured a 

strong sense of self and their families would remain a lifelong resource. Within stable, 

middle class, two-parent families the women avoided the effects of racism and poverty. 

Their mothers were remembered as loving and supportive, described as “strong 

and independent woman” (RG); and “she was a gentle, kind soul … my Mum is such a 

gem” (Lenore). The limitations of their mother’s lives had great influence on the 

women’s personalities. CAM describes her mother as frustrated with the lack of birth 

control “She (mother) didn’t have a choice right? I mean she kept saying to us ‘You girls 

are so lucky these days because you can pick and choose when you want to have babies 

… and you know you can go to work and you can get daycare” (CAM).CAM’s mother 

had five children and CAM had only one child. Fathers were remembered for their 

traditional male role “very good at providing…. a demanding person…. didn’t like it that 

my Mum went to visit my grandmother” (Lenore). 

A sense of themselves as strong women developed “I’m kind of a man woman … 

called aggressive as a woman but assertive as a man.… I’m a feminist” (RG) and 

“feminism helped me re-think it (menstruation) as a positive“ (Joanne). They worked 

hard to establish independence but recognized that gender discrimination still existed 

“trying to get rid of the word bossy.… female centric” (RG) and “ (gender 

discrimination) it’s still out there in the workplace” (Freedom). A changing society had 
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provided the opportunity to become educated, skilled, and to work for pay outside the 

home but their mother’s experiences were always in their minds. 

6.5.1 Finances. The women’s agency was dependent on adequate income and 

material wealth. They had long working lives and at mid-life had achieved financial 

stability “I did [work] 36 years” (Freedom) and “I had a very good job … working at the 

[X] for 40 years” (RG) and “I worked for 33 years” (Celine). Dragonfly who was 

divorced was the only person without her own home or a car. She had adequate income 

and was satisfied at age 75 with a modest but comfortable life “I’m still working.… I 

work about a 6-hour day…. I have one of the nicest jobs that I can imagine”. All the 

women avoided the situation that RG describes “living hand to mouth, they have no 

backup.… There are women I know that never will get CPP, never worked”. 

The women had other sources of income. Sometimes a “generous dad” (RG) and 

sometimes husbands “Only that my husband was ummm he retired … so I retired … I 

retired when I was 50” (CAM). Joanne relied on her husband after she had to stop 

working at age 50 because of breast cancer “Something had to go. So I stopped working”. 

With adequate income the women had choices when responding to the menopausal 

challenges. 

6.5.2 Health. Another key property of agency was the level of health among the 

women at premenopause. Many of the women’s mothers had significant health 

challenges and many had died from these conditions. They included diabetes, thyroid 

imbalance, autoimmune disease, osteoporosis, angina, and cancer. Three of these mothers 

had breast cancer and two had hysterectomies that imposed treatment restrictions on 

some of the women. 
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 Joanne’s experience was unique. At age 50 she had breast cancer and the effects 

of that illness completely eclipsed her menopause experience “menopause just kind of 

found a place in the midst of all that.… No, I didn’t try to sort it out”. The surgically-

induced menopause and the breast cancer treatment effects were so intertwined that she 

could not distinguish or separate each individual impact.  

Freedom also had health challenges. She may be someone who is an example of 

recent research results that outline a possible link between arthritis and early onset 

menopause (Wong et al., 2015). Freedom had “rheumatoid ahh rheumatism in my left 

knee since I was 17 years old” and she started menopause at age 40. Early menopause is a 

concern because it is a risk factor in developing diseases of aging because there are more 

years without the protective effects of estrogen (Wong et al., 2015). Freedom at age 58 

with 14 years in postmenopause had not yet manifested any diseases that could be linked 

to her early menopause. 

 Coldfeet entered menopause with mental and physical fatigue after surviving 

“flesh eating disease…. in my foot…. I was probably 48”; and also “recurring kidney 

thing … bladder, low level of inflammation”. Coldfeet’s family had arthritis appearing in 

three generations and she developed it during menopause “my fingers are so weird, they 

don’t work … this hand is so arthritic”.  

 Two of the women had previous reproductive health challenges. There was 

delayed conception “I wasn’t conceiving … to leave work to go home, to have sex … it 

was embarrassing… I was on Valium” (Lenore); and painful childbirth “but I will never 

forget the pain … I really wanted to be awake (caesarean under anesthetic)” (CAM ). 

Two of the women suffered post partum depression “I developed post partum depression 
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… I spent weeks and weeks trying to decide who I would kill and how” (Dragonfly); and 

“I suffered depression … two babies by the age of 19.… isolated … I had drug therapy”. 

If the women found effective ways to manage the impact of these health issues before 

going into menopause then the impact was minimal. 

6.5.3 Awareness. Over their lifetime the women interviewed in this study had 

developed a strong sense of self-worth. Their personal choices were validated in the 

social environment as they established life values, married and had children, cared for 

aging parents, and worked for pay outside the home. The commitment to work built a 

sense of competency and they felt relevant within society. Work had given them financial 

stability and social standing. At mid-life their internal values were congruent with the 

values of the external world. The external feedback validated them as ‘successful’ but 

they were unaware of the relationship between self-worth and social validation. 

A lifetime of personal agency was challenged at menopause. The inability to hide 

symptoms in public and the sometimes small and sometime large decline in abilities 

created doubts about self-worth. Some of the women turned these doubts into an 

opportunity for re-evaluating life goals “menopausal times … a really good transition … 

gives me an opportunity to carry on with the rest of my life … catalyst that got me 

thinking about it [retirement])” (RG).  

The welcome end to menstruation offered a new sense of freedom and menopause 

was often regarded as a positive experience “I had a good experience … enjoyable … 

better journeys of my life … much better than my child bearing years” (Celine). The 

women drew on their resources to meet the physical challenges at menopause. Some of 

the women were able to maintain personal agency even as social validation declined. 
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6.6 Challenges and opportunities 

There are different types of and different levels of difficulty in menopause that 

challenge personal agency. The objects from the symbol exercise that represent these 

challenges can be grouped into three broad categories: symptoms, action, and attitude 

(Table 3; Appendix F). Half of the women used humourous objects to represent their 

experience (Table 3; Appendix F). CAM’s seven menopausal dwarves described a truly 

daunting set of symptoms affecting every part of her body. A forgetful dinosaur pointed 

up RG’s issue with mental acuity. 

Two objects represented the importance of a strong attitude. Celine brought a 

plaque that incorporated her love of swimming and determination to be in control - If 

your ship doesn’t come in, swim out to it. Joanne compared the uncertain and 

unpredictable outcome of a football game to menopause - players enter into the play, do 

their best, and hope for a good outcome. She made sure that the pompoms were from the 

Saskatchewan Roughrider’s football team, perhaps as the best example of 

unpredictability. Freedom was a physically active woman who emphasized process by 

offering little ceramic cowboy boots to ‘stomp’ on the challenges.  

6.6.1 Symptoms. One of the challenges to agency at menopause is the severity of 

symptoms. No one can predict what will happen but most women will have some level of 

physical challenge. The majority of women pass easily through the changes but about 

10% - 15% will have severe symptoms. Most women would find this level of probability 

encouraging until it becomes clear that randomness makes it possible for any woman to 

be one of that 15% (2007; 2009). Table 3 shows that symptoms were the predominant 

concern for seven of the 10 women.  
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Table 3: Menopausal Symptoms: Symbol        
 
Name Object Subject  Tone  Key Issue    
CAM Cartoon  7 Menopausal Dwarfs  Humour Range of extreme symptoms  
Joanne 3D Object Pompoms  Serious Uncertain future 
RG Cartoon Dinosaurs  Humour Foggy brain 
Tango Illustration Fireworks  Serious Explosive hot flashes/sweating 
Lenore Illustration Grapes  Serious Ordinary experience 
IRFAC Illustration  Group of women  Serious Suspicious feelings 
Coldfeet Cartoon  Cat lady   Humour Impaired judgment 
Celine Plaque  Determination  Humour Persevere against adversity 
Dragonfly Card  Child flying  Serious Just sailed through it 
Freedom Ornament  Cowboy boots  Humour Stomp out adversity 
……………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………. 
 3 cartoons      5 Humour 7 symptom 
 3 objects      5 Serious 1 process 
 4 illustrations       2 attitude    
 
 The range of symptoms spanned a wide range from nothing at all to extreme 

reactions: “I didn’t have any (symptoms) … I just sailed through it” (Dragonfly); “itchy, 

bitchy, sweaty, bloaty, sleepy, forgetful, psycho [Seven Menopause Dwarfs] … that’s all 

me … most of the time” (CAM). The majority of women were in the middle of the two 

extremes with at least one major symptom. 

 Everyone but Dragonfly had hot flashes of varying intensity from “bit of a ripple 

going on … wasn’t too tempestuous” (IRFAC); to “It seems to rise up in your body and 

then burst forth.… perspiration on my forehead … face gets red … it starts way down 

here someplace [belly] … then boom … ‘kaboom’ ” (Tango). Hot flashes cause sleep 

deprivation “you throw off the covers and you throw ‘em back on … not getting decent 

sleep … you’re so exhausted” (Coldfeet); and “at least 7 hot flashes a night … very sleep 

deprived” (CAM) and sweating “you wake up just drenched” (Freedom). 

 There was unexpected heavy blood flow (flooding) “periods … are intermittent 

… caused a very heavy blood flow” (RG); and “extremely, extremely heavy … periods” 

(Coldfeet). Sexual life is disrupted with vaginal dryness “yeh it was a big deal because it 
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was painful [vaginal dryness]” (Lenore). Skin changed “skin everything, I mean 

everything changes … I have this pet hair [chin] … spots … ‘where did that come 

from?’”(CAM). Weight gain was common “I’m so thick now in the middle” (CAM). 

Muscles and bones ached “I always thought that my aches and pains just had to do with 

getting older … could very well be [menopause]” (RG). 

A change in mental acuity caused particular concern with a pronounced effect on 

daily life “foggy brain … struggled – boy – I have really … yeah memory” (RG); and 

“don’t have the sharpness … I think if we were tested we might just implode … can’t 

think of a name … drives me crazy” (CAM); and “that upsets me … the memory thing 

yeh “ (Freedom). 

 There were significant changes to emotions “I was very angry at everything and 

everybody and I had no idea why… something didn’t go right and I would just blow” 

(CAM) and “the older I get the more prudish I become” (CAM). IRFAC described 

“suspicious feelings … ‘oh I wonder if I should have said that’ ”. Sometimes emotions 

became overwhelming “My irrational behaviour … I’ve got to get the hell out of here … 

just scrambling” (Coldfeet). Changes occurred to hair, body shape, and muscle tone that 

affected self-esteem “don’t want to go clothes shopping … hate to look at myself in the 

mirror from the back end “ (CAM). Some of the symptoms were temporary and some 

were permanent but they all had real impact on the women’s lives. 

6.6.2 Impact. At mid-life the women in this study were still working and socially 

engaged. The changes to their bodies could not be kept private and one of the main 

concerns was the effect on work. RG commented that she would “come in the next day 

and see what I’d done and thought ‘what was I thinking?’ … ‘why did I do that?’ … 
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becoming foggy becomes normal”. Tango was a teacher of young children who worried 

about the “6 year olds in front of me …‘is she going to explode?’… all looking at me … 

so visual for them … seeing what I’m feeling”. 

 The women who worked with men faced the lingering influence of patriarchal 

attitudes “not something I advertised …worked predominantly with men … you don’t 

want to give them a little anything [self at disadvantage]… it’s not something you ever 

talked about” (Freedom). Coldfeet worked in the banking industry with a demanding, 

male-centric work ethic “it just would ruin the work day. Because my boss would want 

me to go [on the road] but where, where could I go, I had to be really near the bathroom 

all day [flooding] … I’m certainly not going to tell him about that”. 

 Women felt a loss of control in social situations “[hot flash] forces people to focus 

on you” (RG); and “I didn’t want anybody to know … I’ll sit there, eyes popping out but 

I won’t fan [with hand]” (Celine). Prior to menopause IRFAC “didn’t really care what 

anybody thought [previously] … [now] what’s happening to me … wonder what they 

thought about me … are people saying something?”. There was a dread of public 

humiliation “niece’s house … face must be as red as a beet … everybody else … looking 

so cool”; and “oh flooding … football game … stand and cheer … and oh my gosh … it 

just [blood flow] ohhh and then I didn’t know what I was going to do“ (Tango). 

 Husbands were also affected by the women’s experience. Sexual life changed 

“used to be able to talk about sex with your husband … don’t do things that, you know, 

like experiment … pat me on the bum and I’d say ‘oh god, don’t do that’” (CAM). 

Lenore gave up sex entirely “vagina dry … there was pain … husband had problems 

…like my doctor said to me ‘does it really matter to you [not having sex]?’ … you have 
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to think of your marriage”. Sometimes marriages broke down “definitely the reason that I 

left my second husband. I just went off track” (Coldfeet).  

 The physical changes to shape, skin, and hair clashed with external standards of 

beauty: 

… we know the standard that we’re trying to meet. We see it on TV. We 

see it in magazines. I don’t feel old. I don’t feel 63 and yet I look 63. I 

don’t feel like I should be wearing old lady capris … it’s the same thing 

with dying your hair … cause you know, embrace my grey (CAM). 

There was some counterbalance to the negative impacts as menopause also 

brought freedom and more independence. 

6.6.3 Opportunity. For approximately 35 years the lives of the women in this 

study revolved around their reproductive capability. Many of the women had suffered 

difficult menstrual cycles “My periods were horrible … very lengthy, very frequent, very 

heavy” (Joanne) and she worried that her cycles would follow the pattern of her mother 

and grandmother who had menstruated until the age of 57. The other women also 

struggled “When I had my period it basically knocked me on my butt for the first two 

days” (Freedom); and “I had a lot of clotting … pretty severe cramps” (Lenore). 

 The women celebrated the end of menstruation “of course the periods stopped … 

that was the only good thing about it” (Tango); and “the last period, it was great not to 

worry about it” (CAM). Freedom described this as “not having to wonder when my 

periods would begin … not feeling well for at least one week out of the month”. The 

women felt sexually liberated “sex without birth control” (RG); and “I won’t be getting 

pregnant” (IRFAC). Even Joanne who was forced into menopause saw the end of 
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menstruation as positive “I don’t know if I could have handled all the emotional roller 

coaster of breast cancer and the emotional roller coaster that my periods brought to my 

life”. Menopause meant freedom from the pain of menstruation and liberation from the 

responsibility of pregnancy and contraception. For these women who had children there 

were no regrets or feelings of loss at the end of fertility. 

The women could not predict what would happen during menopause and the 

actual experience varied widely with extremely different levels of physical challenge. 

Changes to their bodies changed social and work relationships and posed a challenge to 

the women’s sense of self-worth. They responded to the changes with strategies to 

strengthen their confidence and stabilize their material well-being. These particular 

women had a wide range of options and could tailor their actions to specific problem 

areas. 

6.7 Action 

  The women in this study were not passive in the face of these challenges to their 

personal power. They created strategies that included both self-control and controlling the 

environment. 

6.7.1 Self-control. All of the women took personal responsibility for reducing the 

impact of their symptoms and relied on their considerable resources to come up with 

solutions. 

6.7.1.1 Medical interventions. Medical professionals were sources of 

information and for intervention to alleviate symptoms. Everyone but IRFAC talked to a 

physician either specifically about menopause or as part of a regular medical examination 

“I went to the doctor … then I went to a woman doctor … and then this other doctor” 
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(CAM). The women received inconsistent advice about HT “male doctor …refused 

HRT…woman doctor…[prescribed] HRT…[at the] lowest dose…[took it for] 10 years” 

(CAM) and “[doctor] just gung-ho [HRT]” (Joanne). There were other medical contacts 

“I’m not one to go to the doctor so actually the pharmacy” (IRFAC) and “Community 

clinics tend to be way more holistic“ (RG). 

The women were cautious about HT “because there was a lot of controversy in 

the paper [newspaper] at the time [2002 WHI study].” (IRFAC). Doctors recommended it 

“at your age you should really think about taking this HRT” (Joanne) but most of the 

women were aware of the dangers “about the time that all this controversy came … she 

[doctor] said ‘yes, I think it’s time to stop because of the study’” (Lenore); and “my 

doctor … said ‘it’s like having a loaded gun, like playing Russian roulette’” (CAM). 

Half of the women used HT. Table 1 (p. 61) shows the average duration of use 

was 12.75 years and that is well beyond the current recommendations of five years post 

FMP. Those who used this treatment had the most severe symptoms. The women who did 

not take HT had a family history of cancer or an aversion to taking drugs of any kind. 

Tango was on some form of HT for more than 15 years until the age of 71 in spite of 

having a pacemaker at age 62 and a thyroid condition. 

Doctors prescribed other drug therapies to alleviate symptoms. CAM took HT but 

also the “[doctor] gave me…little blue pill…dry mouth” that she could not identify but 

could have been a mood stabilizer. Celine was concerned about the effect of synthetic 

hormones so insisted on plant-based bioidentical hormone therapy “I had Prometrium and 

Estrace [brands] … I argued about it ”. These two products were considered by many 

women to be a safer form of drug therapy treatment. 
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6.7.1.2 Alternatives and supplements. Other interventions posed less of a 

risk to health. Some women could not take HT because of a family history of illness or 

because it conflicted with their personal resistance to medical interventions. Some 

products had general effects like herbal supplements “evening primrose oil …couldn’t 

decide if it was working” (RG) and “I’m not one for medications … Black Cohosh … it 

seemed to be all I needed … I never went without it” (IRFAC). There were also products 

with a specific use “there’s the lubricant [vaginal dryness]” (Lenore). 

There were a variety of simple ways to relieve symptoms “ran water … get my 

arms right under the tap … windows always open” (Celine); and “dress in layers … re-

evaluate your wardrobe” (IRFAC). Distracting activities would move the focus away 

from problems “busier you are the easier to fall asleep“ (Celine). Simple aides 

compensated for the common problem of forgetting “have a whiteboard in kitchen“ 

(Freedom); and “learned to compensate by writing things down” (RG). Cognitive ability 

was stimulated “I do crossword puzzles” (CAM). Some of the women acknowledged that 

changes needed to be emotionally processed “It’s nice to talk about it too” (RG). 

 6.7.2 External control. Actions to control the body were used in combination 

with strategies to control the external environment. All but two of the women had 

established financial stability through long careers that gave them the flexibility to take 

early retirement. Some retired well before the age of 65 “I did [work] 36 years … retired 

when I was 54” (Freedom); and “I had a very good job … retiring when I was 56” (RG); 

and “my last period was when I was 50 and I retired when I was 50” (CAM). 

 Four of the women continued to work. Dragonfly was the only person who did 

not own a home or a car and was still working at age 75 “I’m still working … I work 
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about a 6 hour day … I have one of the nicest jobs that I can imagine”. She liked her 

work but also needed the income. RG retired from full time work and then returned part 

time on a schedule that she controlled. Joanne was happy to return to work part time after 

her cancer went into remission “I'm getting to do now what I had gone to graduate school 

for many years ago. And I really like it”. Coldfeet left her career unwillingly and took up 

reduced hours in a less challenging work environment “I had to cut back on work…I 

worked at a call centre for awhile, that was disgusting” and this created hardship “I was 

working the least hours making the least money … I couldn’t come up with anything 

more”.  

 All the women actively managed their menopausal symptoms in order to 

minimize negative impact and maximize the new sense of freedom. How well the 

strategies worked to maintain personal power carried into postmenopausal life and was 

directly correlated with ongoing happiness and life satisfaction. 

6.8  Life satisfaction 

The end to fertility during perimenopause was much like the onset of 

menstruation - an unpredictable and unavoidable event that was accommodated and 

integrated into an existing life. Being satisfied and happy in postmenopause was less 

about the particular details of the menopausal symptoms and more about how well the 

women ‘weathered the storm’. In postmenopause the consequences of the actions taken 

during perimenopause began to appear. Those women who maintained their personal 

power were the most satisfied with life. 

Personal power was enhanced with a new sense of physical freedom that was 

universally celebrated as the best thing about menopause. The women had been tied to 
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menstrual cycles repeated month after month, year after year, for 30 to 40 years of life. 

The women celebrated “The end of the dreaded period. Freedom at last” (Celine). Just 

this one change relieved them of a lifelong responsibility and physical burden. They were 

all mothers so none of the women in this study regretted the loss of fertility. 

The women actively managed physical symptoms during the transition but the 

negative effect of diminished social validation in postmenopause was harder to control. 

Early retirement had alleviated stress during perimenopause but now resulted in reduced 

social status “you know, you were somebody when you had a position. You had a job to 

go to every day and you had a paycheque coming in and now you’re just an old, retired 

person” (Tango). Ageism began: 

… thank you for saying older because when somebody says something 

about old, old women … it’s a putdown and that really bothers me.… 

Well, like when you read in the paper “an elderly man of 67”, are you 

kidding me? elderly? … I’m 78, I’m not elderly (Lenore). 

 At postmenopause the women were no longer concerned with managing active 

symptoms but were living with the results of their choices. The women who maintained 

personal agency found their way to a new sense of self-worth and physical comfort. 

 6.8.1. Correlating agency and life satisfaction. The details of postmenopausal 

life pointed to a correlation between personal agency and life satisfaction (Figure 8). Half 

of the women had high agency and high life satisfaction. High life satisfaction depended 

more on effectively managing the perimenopause experience rather than on the severity 

of symptoms.  
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Figure 8: Postmenopausal Life Satisfaction and Agency. Correlation between agency and life satisfaction in 
postmenopause.  
 

6.8.1.1 High life satisfaction. IRFAC had the easiest transition with very 

little symptoms, and deep resources to rely on. Her postmenopausal life satisfaction is 

high and life changed very little from her premenopausal circumstances. Her strategy of 

using Black Cohosh was more than adequate to meet her needs. She was happily married, 

volunteered to teach young people, and remained physically active. Maintaining her 

personal power and agency into postmenopause has been easy for her. 

Freedom, in contrast, could not take HT and had a greater challenge than IRFAC 

but she was self-aware and exerted control of herself and her environment. She had very 

high life satisfaction in postmenopause “I’m happy with who I am”. During 

perimenopause she divorced, quit smoking, became a single parent, and coped with new 

and old illnesses including high blood pressure, high cholesterol, and arthritis. Through 

unconventional strategies she showed how she valued herself “I started losing myself in 
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that marriage … I chose to stop dating late 40s … I don’t regret doing that … I don’t 

need to take care of anybody [man]”. 

6.8.1.2 Struggling. There were some women who continued to struggle in 

postmenopause. Dragonfly had a new challenge not related to menopause. Disease 

became an important new factor in maintaining agency in postmenopause. She struggled 

with “Lyme Disease and the fibromyalgia … beginnings of osteoporosis “. At the time of 

the interview she said ‘I’m in better shape than I’ve been in for years” but her health was 

precarious. I was surprised and saddened to find out that she died two months after the 

interview “following complications after surgery and untreated Lyme Disease” 

(Naturalist and ardent birder, 2015, January 31). 

In spite of financial stability and good health CAM struggled with low self-worth. 

The decision to go with her husband into retirement at age 50 helped to mitigate the 

impact of severe menopause symptoms but resulted in a premature withdrawal from 

active work life. Early retirement took away the arena where she was competent and 

successful and she lost her social network based in the workplace She remained 

comfortable in her life but it was unfulfilling “ahhh sometimes I think 'geez could I go 

back to work' [laugh] but ahh then quickly, ‘I don't think so’”. 

Joanne’s struggle was unique. Disease and the effects of menopause reduced her 

ability to control life circumstances and the combination left her with an ambivalent 

attitude toward her life. She was grateful to be alive but “[the] cancer thing is always 

lurking there”. She referred to herself as “living with death”. Injury also had an impact “I 

fell on my knees and I've had a hard time with walking … there’s all kinds of things that I 
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usually do and I don’t … not confident”. Joanne still struggles with the harsh reality of 

diminished physical capacity and limited independence. 

 Tango was the only woman at age 75 who continued to have severe hot flashes 

and sweating into postmenopause “before I could even finish a cup [of tea], I would be 

mopping my forehead … it just gets terrible”. However in the summer of 2015 she had a 

major health crisis with blood clots in her lungs and legs. Treatment for these clots has 

eliminated her sweating symptoms and that suggests the sweating was an indicator of 

disease rather than lingering menopausal symptoms. She may be an example of the WHI 

research results linking long-term HT with thromboembolism. Tango’s experience points 

out the importance of postmenopausal women thoroughly investigating what is thought to 

be lingering menopausal symptoms. 

  6.8.1.3 Avoiding defeat. Coldfeet was the negative case among the women 

and represented the near failure of personal agency at the menopausal transition. She 

started perimenopause physically diminished by serious illness and accumulated a further 

deficit going into postmenopause “not good quality sleep… always being exhausted, 

overtired which has caused compromised health” (Coldfeet). She struggled to control her 

emotions and would stop taking effective treatment “There was a doctor that gave me 

progesterone for the bleeding [pause] I let the prescription run out like a dingbat and just 

blah, blah, blah [mimicking laissez faire attitude] I mean I think it made some difference 

and like why didn't I just [pause and draws breath] [continue the treatment]. 

  Coldfeet was self-critical referring to her actions as stupid “I'm thinking ‘nooo I 

won’t be that stupid right now’ but watch I'll need to be that stupid” and “I guess, I don't 

know, it was, it was the most stupid move I probably ever made”. She could not negotiate 
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accommodations in personal and work life that she needed and would abruptly quit a job 

or leave a relationship “ ‘that's it, I'm done, I'm leaving’ ”. 

At the time of the interview Coldfeet could not find adequate treatment for her 

conditions “chronic pain is a piss-off … used to be pretty easy going now I’m such a 

witch”. Chronic physical limitations were the basis for feeling overwhelmed “I’m in a 

spot where like there isn’t a hope to hell that I’m gonna get out of here … it’s 

overwhelming”. Her challenges were very great during and after perimenopause even 

though she had considerable resources when menopause began. Further sampling with 

other women like Coldfeet would provide more information about this type of 

extraordinary menopausal challenge. 

All the women acted to maintain personal power and mitigate the impact of 

menopausal change. Some of the women were proactive and self-aware crafting 

strategies that created short-term solutions without compromising long-term health or 

self-worth. Early retirement and HT were strategies with immediate effect but had 

negative long-term impact.  

Each woman worked within her abilities and level of awareness to create the best 

possible outcome. IRFAC and Coldfeet were the endpoints on a continuum. Coldfeet had 

severe challenges from flesh eating disease, intense perimenopausal symptoms, and 

eventual chronic pain that even her original strong set of resources at premenopause 

could not withstand. IRFAC had little perimenopausal challenge, strong resources, and 

absolutely no health challenges so she easily maintained agency and high life satisfaction. 

6.9 Advice for younger women 
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With such a breadth of experience among them, I asked the women in this study if 

they could offer younger women any advice. They counseled women to be less 

demanding and to take care of themselves “take it with a grain of salt” (CAM); and 

“whatever happens just try to embrace it and make the best of it … be really alert to your 

own health … make sure your websites are reliable” (Joanne). Humour was 

recommended as a way to relieve the strain of serious challenges “I try to keep it light 

because you have to laugh at it” (RG).  

Menopausal women need doctors as partners with accurate advice. The women 

received very uneven medical care “I hope they have good doctors that will spend some 

time with them” (Tango). The practical advice in the study was useful but I was most 

interested in the older women’s genuine concern for younger women. These women who 

had experienced menopause emphasized self-caring and compassion. There also noted 

that menopause is temporary and will eventually end. 

Menopause remains an unpredictable event where, by random chance, any woman 

could have severe symptoms or no symptoms at all. Premenopausal women can be 

concerned about what will happen and how it will impact their quality of life. From this 

study the importance of maintaining personal power and not the type or severity of 

symptoms is the critical factor in the transition through menopause and life satisfaction in 

postmenopause.  
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CHAPTER 7: Discussion, Model, Limitations, and Conclusions 

7.1 Discussion 

The initial research focus was on knowing more about the nature and impact of 

menopausal symptoms from the retrospective viewpoint of women who had passed 

through the process. During the interviews the women talked freely, and at length, about 

life circumstances and I was prompted to think more about context than about symptoms. 

Each woman’s life story contributed rich detail about the experience of menopause and 

about the details of postmenopausal life. As the details were read, organized and re-

organized, menopause became a ‘something’ to be discovered through understanding the 

larger web of experience and not just by focusing on any one set of details. 

The real significance of menopause is in recognizing it as a pivotal moment in 

time when an opportunity arises to analyze life circumstances and to establish new life 

goals. If women are simply focusing on symptoms or if they accept the negative 

stereotypes of aging they may lose the opportunity to expand awareness of self-worth and 

strengthen personal agency. Finding successful coping strategies aimed at mitigating 

temporary symptoms is important but developing awareness has a more enduring impact 

on quality of life. 

The lingering stereotypes of patriarchal based social biases subtly and overtly 

limit opportunities for aging women by reducing their value in the social order. Physical 

changes make it harder to meet the North American cultural standards that favour youth, 

productivity, and patriarchal concepts of beauty. External validation based on 

childbearing, career competence, and physical appearance diminishes even while 

menopausal women feel fit, competent, and ready to participate in social life. Losing 
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external validation and social value can undermine personal agency and reduce 

confidence. This decline can be challenged through raising awareness of the process and 

result in a new value system and life goals that are more intrinsically motivated. The 

greatest challenge at menopause is not coping with symptoms but preserving and 

potentially increasing personal power while social power is waning. 

On the verge of perimenopause the majority of the woman in this study had 

achieved a level of material comfort and good health that gave them advantages in the 

transition through menopause. Whether they passed through into a satisfying 

postmenopause or continued to struggle depended on the depth of their primary personal 

resources: awareness of self-worth, financial stability, and health status. The women who 

were happiest with their lives had strong resources and the ability to use them effectively. 

They created solutions that mitigated the negative impact of symptoms and ill health. 

Those women who maintained personal agency were the most satisfied with life after 

menopause. The women who were the least satisfied had low levels in one or more of the 

critical resources. Low levels in all factors translated into a sense of defeat as exemplified 

in one woman’s sharp self-criticism, very low income, and overwhelming chronic pain. 

All of the women in the study started perimenopause in a similar position with a 

high degree of control over their life circumstances but only half the women were highly 

satisfied in postmenopause. The women who were self-aware and critical of the 

exclusionary societal norms were able to maintain personal agency - a strong sense of 

self-worth. This awareness fueled a proactive and effective approach to creating a life 

rather than simply being reactive and focused on short-term solutions.  
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The menopause experience is influenced by interacting personal and social factors 

rather than on the single factor of the physical challenge. If a woman is rich in resources, 

has confidence and self-awareness then she can manage the temporary difficulties and 

create a long term satisfying life. Postmenopause may be very difficult when self-worth is 

based primarily on external standards that are increasingly hard to meet. Holding on to 

past success and seeing the changed self as having ‘lost’ can reduce enthusiasm and 

optimism and create dissatisfaction. Taking HT, early retirement, or dying grey hair 

could be positive coping strategies for menopause symptoms if they are proactive options 

and not reactive responses to repressive social norms. 

Currently, in North American society, women are not publicly supported in their 

passage to postmenopause. Menopause is still considered a private responsibility and is 

associated with the negative societal views on aging. There is no celebration or formal 

acknowledgement at menopause that celebrates lifelong achievement and longevity. 

There are no social norms or financial support systems that would allow women to take 

time to evaluate life circumstances, assess the new reality, and establish future goals. 

Those women in this study who had sufficient personal financial security could do this 

for themselves raising their awareness and transitioning successfully into a satisfying 

postmenopausal life.  

Women like some of the high functioning informants in this study and women in 

general may find it difficult to examine the locus of self-worth. Continuing to value an 

external standard that cannot be met will inevitably result in loss of confidence and poor 

life satisfaction. The dominant deficit and loss model for menopause further emphasizes 

what is missing and does not encourage women to see what they have retained and what 
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could be gained. Regardless of the physical challenge, without a period of critical 

reflection women lose an opportunity to set realistic and satisfying goals for the 

remainder of their life. They may spend this precious time before old age wasting their 

potential, longing to meet a standard that is no longer relevant. 

The women in this study had a depth of resources that allowed them to create 

active strategies to meet the various menopausal challenges. They had varying degrees of 

success. Those women who were most satisfied in postmenopause consciously moved to 

an internal validation of self-worth that resolved the incongruity between changing 

personal ability and societal validation. They retained and strengthened personal power 

by becoming self-validating. Those women who had strong finances and good health had 

the time to reflect, raise awareness, and then to create a satisfying future life path. Every 

menopausal woman should have the opportunity to do this personal, life affirming work. 

7.2 A model of menopause 

The experience of the women in this study led to a framework of categories that 

showed how perimenopausal symptoms were embedded within each woman’s web of 

life. This framework of categories was extended to support a model of menopause. The 

model represented in the graphic on page 65 shows how the key elements of awareness, 

finances, and health work interactively; creating the personal agency that underlies life 

satisfaction. Maintaining and extending personal agency is the key to a satisfying 

postmenopausal life. 

Women create actions in order to maintain their position in the social order and in 

domestic life. These actions receive positive and negative external feedback forming a 

continuous loop of action and reaction. Generally private and public success is measured 
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by the degree of positive external feedback. This process happens throughout every stage 

of life and may often be happening without conscious awareness. Menopause offers an 

opportunity to bring this process to conscious awareness as the challenges to personal 

agency become more difficult to address.  

Women at menopause in North American mainstream society experience the 

liberating effects of the end of fertility and at the same time experience a loss of external 

validation. Societal validation rests on a male-centric, individualistic, and productivity 

model. A loss of social power may also undermine personal power and a sense of self-

worth. Developing a strong awareness of the self as a being of value separate from 

external validation is the key to personal agency that underlies life satisfaction in 

postmenopause.  

Examining the relationship between external validation and self-worth is an 

opportunity to refine and clarify personal values. This process may result in new life 

goals that strengthen personal agency and ultimately may improve women’s place in the 

social order. With awareness, mainstream social values are an option rather than just the 

accepted or default choice. The central idea is that maximizing this opportunity for 

change during menopause can maintain or enhance personal agency and result in high 

postmenopausal life satisfaction.  

Awareness is the key to creating authentic life goals but strong finances and good 

health are necessary to carry out any action plans. Women who want to prepare for 

menopause could use the detailed categorical framework as a guide to examining the 

strengths and weaknesses in their premenopausal life circumstances. They could use 

these factors to assess their readiness for menopausal change. Lifestyle adjustments could 
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then be made before any perimenopause challenge appears. Women could also use the 

full model to examine and deepen their understanding of how self worth is created and 

begin the process of moving to an internal locus of validation 

The proposed model of menopause adds to the current research knowledge base 

by establishing an understanding of the global life context within which women live 

through the menopausal transition. This approach unifies the current research data that is 

fragmented into the three main dimensions of biology, symptomatology, and social 

context. The model is also a practical tool for women to use to strengthen personal 

agency and as they meet and pass through the menopausal transition. 

7.3 Limitations and recommendations 

 While a fully supported model of menopause did develop in this study there were 

some limitations to the grounded theory methodological goal of creating a substantive 

theory. The results and my interpretation were based on a single, sample of a 

demographically homogenous group of women. These informants provided rich and clear 

details but their experience represents only one version of menopausal experience.  

The inherent restrictions in student research projects particularly the time 

constraints prevented adequately expanding the theoretical sampling. Also as a mature 

woman with a demanding personal life it was often difficult to juggle the time demands 

of the study and family obligations. Future research projects with mid-life and older 

women would benefit from more resources. An expanded timeframe, adequate funding, 

and team of researchers of various ages could recruit an adequate sample and analyze 

data in a timely manner.  
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Postmenopause like perimenopause is a phase that is short in duration but is 

critically important at the mid-point of life. More research with women over 80 years of 

age could provide further insight into the global context of menopause and 

postmenopause. It would be interesting to know if personal agency remains the key factor 

in life satisfaction for older women and how it is maintained. This fully explored line of 

research could be a longitudinal study with several components spanning premenopause, 

perimenopause, postmenopause, and old age. The research question might become more 

focused: what are the key factors that affect the experience of woman as they move 

through the stages of menopause and into old age? 

While the proposed model of menopause is structurally comprehensive it was 

created from a sample that was too small and specialized to support a substantive theory 

of menopause. More research would have to be done to realise the potential of this study. 

Research with many different groups of women would contribute evidence that confirms 

or modifies the original concepts. With enough evidence the model could be developed 

into a substantive theory. A formal theory might also develop if the model of menopause 

could be applied to other life challenging events that are outside the topic of menopause. 

7.4  Conclusions 

 The postmenopausal women in this study describe menopause as a time of 

opportunity and challenge. Strategies are created to mitigate symptoms and maintaining 

personal power results in high life satisfaction. The end of menstruation was celebrated as 

freedom from lifelong pain, inconvenience, and reproductive responsibility. Menopause 

also elevated the risk for disease and many of the women had temporary debilitating 

symptoms. Social stereotypes and pressure to meet demanding social norms challenged 
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the women’s sense of self-worth. Successful strategies to meet these challenges depended 

on the depth of awareness, financial stability, and health status. The study results may be 

useful to other women with a similar background to the informants and may form the 

basis for future research. 

In previous generations the effects of female biology were handled privately at 

home but modern women engaged in public life and the paid workforce have had to find 

ways to live out their physiology in public. North American society has changed to allow 

women into public life and the workplace but only if they can meet a male-centric criteria 

of behaviour. The stereotype of inherent female weakness continues to be linked to the 

outward signs of perimenopausal hormonal changes like uncontrollable sweating, hot 

flashes, flooding, and memory loss. This stereotype continues to influence and limit 

women’s social options. 

Women may suppress or hide their menopausal symptoms to avoid gender-based 

discrimination and to maintain social value and external validation of self-worth. Keeping 

menopause a private experience may be more difficult if a woman has severe symptoms 

or a concurrent chronic illness. Strategies range from non-invasive control of ambient 

temperature through to the more controversial use of HT. Women may choose to take 

retirement and leave the workforce prematurely. Withdrawing from the workplace arena 

lessens the direct effects of gender discrimination but it may trigger a different loss of 

social status that is attached to work productivity. 

Women’s personal and social power is challenged during menopause within the 

North American societal context that is male-centric, capitalistic, and youth oriented. 

High life satisfaction in postmenopause is positively correlated with personal power. 
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Successful strategies that maintain personal power or agency depend on the depth of a 

woman’s primary resources: awareness, finances, and health. Awareness allows a woman 

to examine the relationship between self-worth and external validation. Moving the 

primary source of self-worth to intrinsic values and away from external sources of 

validation facilitates the creation of new and authentic life goals. Strong finances and 

good health support actions that provide the means to attain those new life goals. 

The current study adds to the existing knowledge base about menopause in 

several ways. The creative data gathering techniques were unique and contribute to the 

range of effective methods for qualitative research projects. The visual and tactile self-

expression exercises were informed by the feminist research objectives of respect for 

autonomy, equity, and avoiding exploitation. They also engaged and entertained the 

informants. These techniques stimulated memory and encouraged the women to speak 

freely and in-depth about their personal menopause experience. The study design adds to 

the existing inventory of art-based qualitative research methods that may be an effective 

way to address the reluctance of women to talk about themselves and their reproductive 

experiences.  

The proposed model of menopause unifies the existing academic research 

developed within the separate disciplines of biology, symptomatology, and sociology. 

This comprehensive approach was developed because the informants described their 

menopausal experiences within the context of their whole life experience. They provided 

a rich range of specific and general details that were extracted and re-organized into a 

comprehensive biopsychosocial model of menopause.  
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Creating a comprehensive model of menopause expresses and clarifies the 

complex nature of women’s lives. Having this clarity helps women to address the 

complete range of concerns during menopause including the ability to assess their 

readiness for change. The model is also potentially a tool to inform those who want to 

know more about menopause and the experiences of women as they transition into 

postmenopausal life.  

The model also forms the basis for future research. New research could confirm 

or modify the existing model by further comprehensive theoretical sampling. The 

principles could be extended into testable hypotheses for research on the experience of 

other life changing events. The factors of awareness, financial stability, and health status 

may be more universally applicable than solely to reproductive changes at mid-life. 

Further research could resulting in formal theory is part of the grounded theory 

methodology and could extend the current study’s results. 

This study produced several valuable outcomes. It provided detailed description 

of menopausal experience but also contributed a new theoretical model to the current 

knowledge base. Innovative and successful data gathering techniques were created that 

were effective in stimulating deep and rich information. The design demonstrated that 

feminist principles of research scholarship could be successfully implemented and 

enhanced the study results. The study benefited the women who participated by providing 

an enjoyable experience and an opportunity to contribute their knowledge to further 

understanding the experience of menopause. This foundational research affirms the 

personal value of women who transition through menopause and documents their ability 

to maintain agency and life satisfaction in postmenopause.  
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Appendix B: Participant Telephone Screening Form and Script 

Thank you for calling. I’d like to ask you a few questions to see if we can work on this project together. 
Is that alright with you? (If no, thank you for calling and hang up). 
 
Age _______ (60-75)   Age Final Menstrual Period: _____ 

Worked Outside Home:   Yes/No      # of Yrs.:       _____ 

Used HRT: Yes/No   Years Since Stopping HRT:   _____ 

If positive for these 4 questions, continue with attached script. If not, ask to retain on file for future 
projects, thank and close conversation. Take telephone number or email address and refer to 
menovoice.ca 
……………………………………………………………………………. 

Married: Yes/No Ever Divorced: Yes/No  Children: Yes/No  #: _ 

How would you describe your menopausal symptoms: (circle) 

  Mild (little to no symptoms)   

  Medium (difficult but tolerable)    

  Extreme (intolerable)     

………………………………………………………………………….. 

CONTACT INFORMATION:  Date: _____________ 
First Name:    _____________________ 
Telephone Number:    ___________________ 
 
Email:     _____________________ 
 

APPOINTMENT: Date:    ___________________ 
 
Location:      ___________________ 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Script for description of project for website and telephone screen                        .p.2 
 
I’ll just explain about the project so you have a clearer idea of how it works… 
 
This project is the research component for my master’s degree in gerontology at the University of Regina. 
I’m interested in gathering information from women who have been through menopause and can give a 
unique perspective about their experience. I think that women’s experience is missing from the current 
body of research about menopause. I think other younger women and maybe medical professionals would 
benefit from your experience. Also, I think there are stereotypes about menopause that might be updated 
through knowing about  women’s real experiences. 
 
We’d get together for a conversation type interview and I’ll tape everything we say. (Added: The 
conversation should take about 1 to 1 and a half hours). The tape will be typed out into text and then I’ll 
go over it in detail looking for themes. When I have looked at a few different women’s words there might be 
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a common idea that comes out of it. I’ll write up an explanation of my working process and all the women’s 
words and that will be my thesis.  
 
I’d also like to edit and write up what you tell me into a “story” that I’ll print out in a booklet for you. It 
might also be possible to publish your story on my website for other women to read. You have ownership of 
your story so I wouldn’t do this unless you gave permission. There wouldn’t be any money involved in this 
part for either of us but it would be a way to get the knowledge out into the public realm. We wouldn’t use 
your real name so that you could remain confidential. 
 
Does all of this sound okay with you? Do you have any questions? 
 
What I’d like to do is meet with you and you’ll talk about your experience and I’ll listen but I’d also like to 
do some non-talking exercises so that it isn’t all just talking. I’d like you to bring a picture or an object that 
visually represents your menopause experience and you could use it to show me as well as tell me about it. 
(Added:) If you choose a picture, it could be of anything but if it has people in it then there are some 
special procedures. I plan to take a picture of what you bring but if there are other people in it we 
wouldn’t take a picture of it, you could just describe it. That is the same if the picture is of you only – you 
have the choice of including it or just describing it. I won’t keep anything, object or picture,  that you 
bring to show me. 
 
Does this sound good to you? If yes, then proceed, if no, thank the person and ask if they’d like to share 
their objections. 
 
(Added:) We’ll do another exercise that I call a mosaic. I have a collection of buttons that I’ll give to you 
and you’ll just arrange them however you want to and then I’ll take a picture of it. 
 
Still okay with you? Proceed if good so far. 
 
If you’d like to participate, the first step is to know that we both sign a consent form. The form outlines in 
detail, the purpose of the study and how the study will be conducted. I’d like to email/mail a copy to you so 
that you have lots of time to  look at it before we meet. Then we’ll go over it when we meet together. 
 
Is that okay with you?  
 
Okay then, it is necessary to use your real name on the consent form but commonly a number identifier is 
assigned to any other documents or tape recordings, I’d like to suggest that you think about using a first 
name instead of a number. If you could think about a name and give it to me when we get together. 
  
So, there are a couple of choices for meeting – your home, the U of R library, or the lifelong learning 
centre on College Avenue. 
I can meet mornings, evenings, or weekends. It should take about 1 to 2 hours. What is your preference for 
meeting? Record on Telephone Screen. 
 
Okay then we’ll meet at _____________. 
 
So just to sum up: 
We’ll meet at  _______________ on __________________. 
I’ll mail/e-mail the consent form to you right away. 
You’ll bring a nickname/pseudonym with you and a picture or other object. 
 
Does that sound right? Do you have any other questions? 
 
I’d like to finish off with a few other questions, just for background. Return to the form.   
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Appendix C: Participant Consent Form 
 
 

 

Participant Consent Form  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Project Title:   Women Past Menopause: Learning from the Voice of Experience 
 
Researcher(s): Deena G. Arthur, M.A. Candidate, University of Regina, Faculty of Graduate 

Studies, Interdisciplinary, 585-5339 
 
Supervisor:  Dr. Mary Hampton, Ph.D., University of Regina, Department of Psychology, 

585-4193, mary.hampton@uregina 
 
Purpose(s) and Objective(s) of the Research:  
 The insights of women who have completed the menopausal transition are critical to expanding the 

research knowledge base and to informing the public discourse about the full experience of menopause 
and how it affects women’s lives. The study data will be analysed, interpreted, and edited to produce 
several outcomes: an individual personal printed narrative for each participant, the researcher’s thesis, 
journal article(s) for submission to peer reviewed publications, and compilation into eBook or other 
digital format for public consumption. 

 
Procedures:  
 There will be a combination of symbolic representation exercises and conversational interview.  

• Each participant will choose a pseudonym to assure confidentiality and as a self-reflective 
exercise. 

• Each participant will be interviewed. The interview will be audio-recorded. The interview time 
will be approximately 1 to 2 hours. 

• Participants may create a button mosaic as a visual expression of identity that will be used on a 
final printed copy of your conversation. 

• Participants will agree to choose a picture or other object to represent their personal menopausal 
experience and explain why it was chosen. 

• For research purposes, the data from the interview will be analyzed. The participant will be 
offered a first draft for comment and criticism. 

• Analysis will be performed according to the process of constant comparison within the framework 
of grounded theory research. 

•  
Please feel free to ask any questions regarding the procedures and goals of the study or your role. 

 
Funded by: No external funding has been obtained for this project.  
 
Potential Risks: 

• There are no known risks to you from participating in this research. 
• If you experience strong emotions when recalling vivid memories, please see your doctor or 

therapist for help. 
 
Potential Benefits: Please note that these benefits are not guaranteed. 
The potential benefits of this study are:  

• Enhancement of individual empowerment. 
• Information for younger women who are approaching menopause. 
• Impact the medical community who treat menopausal women. 
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• Impact current societal discourse on the meaning of menopause. 
Compensation:  

• No monetary compensation is available. 
• Each participant will receive a printed copy of the edited and illustrated interview conversation. 

 
Confidentiality:  
 

• The data from this research project will be published and presented at conferences; however your 
identity will be kept confidential unless you have given permission below. Although direct 
quotations from the interview may be quoted, your chosen pseudonym (false name), and 
identifying information will be removed from the report. Some of the digital stories from the 
research may also be used in publications/conferences. You are free to withhold your permission 
for me to use your digital story. 

 
• After the interview, and prior to the data being included in the final report, you will be given the 

opportunity to review the interpretation and quotations that appear in the final report, and to add to 
or alter or delete as you see fit. 

 
• The researcher will make every effort to keep all information confidential: All data collected 

during this research will be stored in a locked cabinet for a period of 7 years. All date will be 
stored on an encrypted USB drive. The data will only be accessible to the researcher. The consent 
forms and the master list will be stored separately from the data (in a locked drawer). The master 
list will be shredded when data collection is complete. 
 

• There are several options for you to consider if you decide to take part in this research. You can 
chose all, some or none of them. Please put a check mark on the corresponding line(s) that grants 
me permission to: 
 
I grant permission to be audio taped:                                                    Yes: __ 
No: __ 
 
I wish to remain anonymous, my pseudonym is ___________________:  Yes: __ 
No: __ 
  
I grant permission for my digital story to be used in publications/conferences: Yes: __ No: __ 

 
• Visually Recorded Images/Data:  Participant to provide initials as approval: 

 
Button Mosaic:  Analysis _______ Dissemination _________ 

 
Personal Picture or Representational Object: Analysis _______ Dissemination ________ 

 
Right to Withdraw:   
 

• Your participation is voluntary. You may withdraw from the research project for any reason, at 
any time without explanation or penalty of any sort. 

• Should you wish to withdraw, a signature on the last page of this form will be required. 
• You are free to withhold the use of your digital story should you chose to produce one. If desired, 

your data will be deleted from the research project and destroyed.  
• Your right to withdraw data from the study is absolute. However if withdrawal occurs during data 

analysis it will not be possible to remove the information from the researcher’s memory or the 
influence it had on the researcher’s overall interpretation.  
 

Follow up:  
• To obtain results from the study, please use the contact information on the top of page 1. 
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Questions or Concerns:   
 

• Contact the researcher(s) using the information at the top of page 1. 
• This project has been approved on ethical grounds by the U of R Research Ethics Board on April 

19, 2014. Any questions regarding your rights as a participant may be addressed to the committee 
at (585-4775 or research.ethics@uregina.ca). Out of town participants may call collect. 

 
Continued or On-going Consent:  

• This consent form will apply to initial contact and subsequent contact that may occur over the 
course of the research project. 

 
Your signature below indicates that you have read and understand the description provided; I have had an 
opportunity to ask questions and my/our questions have been answered. I consent to participate in the 
research project. A copy of this Consent Form has been given to me for my records. 
 
INITIAL CONTACT 
 
     

Name of Participant  Signature  Date 
 
______________________________      _______________________ 
Researcher’s Signature   Date 
 
 
Withdrawal of Consent: 
 

I wish to withdraw from the project and understand that all paper and digital materials will be 
destroyed immediately. 
 

 
 

    

Name of Participant  Signature  Date 
 
______________________________      _______________________ 
Researcher’s Signature   Date 

 
A copy of this consent will be left with you, and the researcher will take a copy. 

 
This project has been approved on ethical grounds by 

 the University of Regina Research Ethics Board 
 on April 19, 2014. 
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Appendix D: Interview Guide 
 

Since this is a grounded theory research study, researcher intervention will be minimal. 
The following is an approximation of the script for the different phases of the 
conversation. 
Opening/Introduction at the Interview: 
I want to thank you for giving up your time to this project. I see this project as a joint 
effort from each of us and the results will be created through you sharing information 
and me interpreting and analyzing what you’ve said. 
I’d like to approach the topics both through talking and through some visual exercises. 
Does this sound alright with you?  Hopefully there will be assent and maybe some 
suggestions. 
CONSENT FORM: 
Each section will be reviewed and explained.  
We will need to start with the consent form. I must emphasize that you may withdraw 
from the study at any time without any penalty of any kind. Any materials that you 
provided through the tape recording or paper will be destroyed. You will need to sign on 
the consent form to withdraw. Are you clear about withdrawing? Proceed if have 
consent. 
Pseudonym: 
As I said at the beginning, I’d like to maybe explore some alternatives to only talking. 
You chose the name __________ to represent you in the study. Could you explain why 
you chose that name? …. 
Button Mosaic: 
Great. My grandson and I have a fun thing that we do from time to time. I have a big 
glass jar of buttons from my grandmother who died many years ago so some of the 
buttons are very old. We look at them and sort them and talk about why we like them. I’m 
wondering if you would like to work with the buttons and put them into any organization 
you’d like. Whatever you feel like. I’d like to take a picture of what you create and use it 
as a kind of logo on some of the paper documents that we’ll create. Would that be 
something you’d like to do? If assent, proceed, if not, ask why not? 
Picture/Object To Represent Menopause: 
Good, great. I asked if you could bring a picture or something that would represent your 
personal experience of menopause. Would you like to describe it and say what you would 
like about it? Proceed to use this as a starting point for her discussion about her 
experience. 
Probe questions: 
At the end of the conversation, a quick look at the probe questions to see if there were 
areas not discussed. Any questions overlooked could be asked. I will clearly identify that 
I am now leading the conversation with these unanswered questions. This breaks with the 
classical grounded theory approach. 
There are a couple of areas that we haven’t talked about. If it is okay with you, I’d like to 
ask you to comment on them. If have assent, then proceed. 
Conclusion/Ending: 
It was a great session. I want to thank you again for allowing me to talk with you and for 
sharing your experiences. What I’d like to do is go home and transcribe the taped 
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conversation, then I’ll be doing some analysis along with all the other sessions that I 
have. I would like to check my interpretation of your conversation with you in about a 
week. Is it alright to contact you at the telephone number you gave and email you the 
material? 
Of course, as we discussed, I’ll have a booklet for you that is a summary of your “story” 
with the picture of your mosaic and your own picture on the cover. I can mail that to you 
if I have your address. 
Thanks again, I’ll be in touch soon. 
END 
 

Probe Questions 
CONTEXT 

What would you say about yourself as a woman? 

How would your life have been different if you were a man? 

What have been the most significant influences in your life? 

DIRECT EXPERIENCE 

How does this picture/object represent your menopausal experience? 

Could you describe your physical experience of menopause?  

What coping strategies did you use? 

What was your experience with medical professionals? 

How do you think your personality has affected your menopausal experience? 

How did menopause affect your working life? 

What does society think about menopausal women? 

IMPACT 

How has menopause changed you as a person? 

How do you feel about being past menopause? 

What influence will menopause have on your future? 

LEGACY 

What advice would you give younger women about menopause?  
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Appendix E: Summary Profile: I’m Ready for a Change (IRFAC)  
 
OPEN CODING:  79 Phrases and sentences were taken verbatim from the participant’s 
transcripts.  
SUMMARY 
IRFAC had minimal disruptions during her menopausal transition. The outstanding 
symptom was a sense of “suspicious feelings” that are hard to describe. She began to be 
concerned to wonder about what others might be thinking about her opinions. She also 
became more aware of the effort and money involved if decisions were wrong. There 
were mild hot flashes. She considered herself “blessed” to be spared the difficulties other 
women endured experienced. Menopause passed uneventfully without any impact on her 
career, her family, or her health. She was very ready for the changes that menopause 
would bring in particular the end of menstruation and a possible late pregnancy in middle 
age. She is a private person with a problem solver approach to living – learn what you 
can from errors experiences and move forward. 
 
Pseudonym:  I’m Ready For A Change (IRFAC) “ready to have period finished 

… ready for a change  ready to move on” 2-1 
 
Representative Object: Picture of a group of women swimming: 
    “water … bit of a ripple going on … wasn’t too 
tempestuous” 4-1 
 
Key Quotations: “I’ve got these suspicious feelings” 4-3,4; “ohh I wonder if I 

should have said that” 4-4; “I’ll ask my daughter” 5-9; “mother-in-
law … learned a lot from her” 8-8; “pharmacist … questions … 
video” 6-8,10,11; “blessed if we can cope with it” 8-2; “Let’s 
move on” 10-7”; “private person” 8-7; “I’ve really got to think 
back on things” 8-10; “selfie generation” 9-6; “”just by being here 
is a purpose” 10-2” “this will pass … you just got to be patient a 
little” 4-7 

Retrospective Point of View 
 MOVTIVATION 

Severity Rating 
   Self-Report Mild 
 

Symptoms Suspicious feelings Calm Minimum disruptions Mild 
hot flashes 

  Impact  Started caring about what other’s thought of my opinions. 
Started asking for advice because didn’t want to exert effort 
and expense and make a mistake Heightened awareness of 
wasting time and money making wrong choices. 

    Changes may have been influenced by moving to Regina. 
    Happy to end periods  Inconvenient   

Started liking chocolate & coffee. 
ATTITUDE 
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 Personality No doctors No medications Lifelong Learner 
  Not an overworker Problem solver  Forward thinking 
  Private person 
  Takes responsibility Not always self-aware in the moment 

Doesn’t waste time in second guessing decisions. 
  Takes time to consider questions and give an answer. 
  Learn from experience but don’t doesn’t dwell on past. 
  Social Location 

Demographics 
    Status   Middle class 
    Ethnicity  Caucasian 
    Age at FMP  51 
    Current Age  62 
    Education  University 
    Marital Status  Married 
    Children:   2 : son and daughter 
    Geography  Urban-Regina 
    Religion  Protestant 
   Family  
    Mother  Hysterectomy when young Deceased 
    Father  Deceased 
    Spouse  May think she overworks herself 

Five siblings 
    Children Two children 
    Other  Close contact relationship /w mother-in-law 
   Finances 
    Paid Employment Teaching career; Early retire at 56? 
    Shelter   Own home with spouse 
   Health 
     FMP at 51 Used birth control pills 

Some severe menstrual cramps 
     No current medications 

Interested in bone density study 
    Co-morbidity  None 
    Body Type  Tall and slim 
   Society 
    Selfie generation All create society 
    People need to look out for each other 
  Beliefs 
   Feminism Early times women’s role was for childbearing. 
 Women can lose mental stability with hormone 

disruption-childbirth. 
General Buttons are rapidly becoming a thing of the past. 
  Dark chocolate is good for you. 
  Pain tolerance varies. 
  People seek to have needs met in society. 
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  Mental, emotional, and spiritual are all connected. 
  Hormone therapy is controversial – WHI 2002. 
  Just being alive is a purpose for living. 
  Personality is stable consistent over time. 
  Will to succeed is built-in but others can be catalyst. 

   Age 
RESOURCES 

  Support 
   Mother  No comparison – early hysterectomy Deceased 
   Father  Deceased 
   Other  Can consult daughter 

Mother-in-law open about menopause 
     Experts are source of information 
   Friends 
  Education  University – Teacher Access to digital information 
  Blessed  Ability to cope  Not as severe as others 
  Medical 

Doctor  Did not consult 
HRT  Did not use 

   Alternatives Black Cohosh  Other alternative herbs 
   Other  Pharmacist 

Pharmacy information sessions, video, advice 
  Society  Committee of City Council 
  Finances  Mortgage paid off Spousal support 

Career as Teacher 
  Access to Leisure Vacations 

RESPONDING TO CHANGE 
  Physical (Body) Dress in layers and re-evaluate wardrobe. 
     Black Cohosh and other herbal preparations for 
symptoms. 
     Contact pharmacy for information. 
  Re-orientation  Patience – this too will pass 
     Actively manage your symptoms. 
     Accept that things change. 
  Self Care  Don’t overwork Recognize the need for self-care. 
Current Point of View 

POST MENOPAUSE 
  General Symptoms will subside. 

Can’t change the past so don’t swell on it. 
    Menopause may be mild enough that you just go through it. 
  Advice  No words of wisdom 
  Final Questions No more worry about pregnancy at 63. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Appendix F: Compilation - Symbol 
 

 CAM     CELINE 

     
 
  COLDFEET     DRAGONFLY 

    
 
 FREEDOM  IRFAC    JOANNE 

   
 
 LENORE   RETIRED AND GLAD  TANGO 
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Appendix G: Compilation - Button Mosaic 
 

CAM     CELINE   COLDFEET 

   
 
DRAGONFLY    FREEDOM   IRFAC 

    
 
JOANNE     LENORE  RETIRED AND 
GLAD 

  
  
 
TANGO 
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Appendix H: Button Mosaic + Symbol by Informant 
 Button Mosaic      Symbol 
CAM 

  
 
CELINE 

  
 
Coldfeet 
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Dragonfly 

  
 
Freedom 

  
 
I’m Ready For A Change (IRFAC) 

  
 
JOANNE 
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Lenore 

  
 
Retired and Glad (RG) 

  
 
TANGO 
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Appendix I: Recruitment Poster and Newsletter Advertisement 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Research Opportunity 
 

Are you a woman aged 60 to 75? 
 
Give younger women the benefit of your experience. 

 

Come and have a conversation with me about 
menopause. 

 
For more information call (306) 337-2564 or email 

me at arthur1d@uregina.ca. 
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Appendix J: Recruitment Sites 
 
1. Lifelong Learning Centre – University of Regina 
  poster and advertisement in newsletter 
2. UR Fit – University of Regina 
3. Dr. Paul Schwaan Fitness Centre – University of Regina 
4. Ladies Par Three Golf Club 
5. Forever in Motion – Whitmore Park United Church 
6. South East Leisure Centre 
7. Medical Clinics 
  Walmart Harbour Landing 
  Normanview Mall Medi-Clinic 
  Northgate Medi-Clinic 
  Regina Community Clinic 
  Avon Medical Centre (Avonhurst Shopping Mall) 
  Broad Street Clinic 
  Lakeshore Medical Clinic 
  Park Street Medical Centre 
  Park Place Medical Clinic 
  Quance East Medical Clinic 
  Stapleford Medical Clinic 
  Victoria East Medical Clinic 
  Queen City Obstetrics & Gynecology 
  Women’s Health Centre – Regina General Hospital 
Contact made but no response: 
 
1. Saskatchewan Seniors Mechanism 
2. Aspen Medical Surgery 
3. Prince of Wales Medical Clinic 
4. Al Ritchie Community Association publication Silver Threads 
5. Direct correspondence with a potential participant (name not stated but available 

upon request) 
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Appendix K: Direct Mail Letter 
 

 
 

 
April 4, 2014 
 
D.G. Arthur 
Luther College 
University of Regina 
S4S 0A2 
menovoice@gmail.com 
306 337-2564 
 
[Addressee] 
[Address 1] 
Regina SK [Postal Code] 
 
Re: Research study on women and menopause 
 
I know that your time is valuable so I thank you for reading this proposal.  
 
I am recruiting participants for my thesis research study as a graduate student in 
Gerontology at the University of Regina. The study will ask women who are 60 to 75 
years of age to participate in a conversational interview with me to explore their 
experience with menopause. Menopause has been studied extensively from a medical 
perspective and the research literature is very informative about the physical aspects of 
menopause. This study will add to existing research by focusing on what women have to 
say about their own experiences.  
 
From the conversations with women, I hope to develop a range of materials that will be 
useful to both younger women anticipating menopause and to the women who 
participate. The research data analysis could be informative for the general public and for 
medical professionals. 
 
I have enclosed a poster and a few flyers that briefly describe the project and provide 
contact information. Would it be possible for you to display the poster in a prominent 
location where women might see it? It might also be possible for you to give the flyers 
directly to women who would be interested in participating. 
 
Again, thank you for your time. I hope that you will be able to play this critical role in 
assisting me with research that will have direct benefit to women’s health and quality of 
life. If you have any questions or would like to talk about the project, please contact me 
at your convenience. 
 
Sincerely, Deena G. Arthur M.A. Candidate, University of Regina 
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